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Abstract

A simulation model is used to analyze the behavior of N-body spring/mass systems.
Both 3 and 6 body systems are explored. Many runs are made on various system
configurations or designs implemented by changing masses, spring stiffness’s,
and/or which bodies are linked. Runs are made at various energy levels and tested
for “sensitive dependence on initial conditions” or chaos. Virtually all have random
or chaotic waveforms. Behavior with linear springs is compared to that with nonlinear springs and found similar. System self-assembly is modeled. Energy is found
to move within the system, occasionally spiking in or on individual bodies thus
stretching their bonds or ejecting them. Such spiking may trigger chemical
reactions. Metastable equilibriums are found. Forecasting is discussed. Many
screenshots and movies are included.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Objectives:
The main objective of this report is to explore and document the behavior of small
N-body spring/mass systems using a computer simulation model because a
literature search finds little written on the subject. Both 3-body and 6-body systems
were simulated.
The following topics were explored in this series of simulations:
1) the shape of chaotic waveforms
2) how the magnitude of oscillation declines when energy is drained from
the system due to friction or its equivalent.
3) what the process of system self-assembly looks like
4) whether this system will settle into, or self-assemble into, any meta-stable
equilibrium configurations, which if disturbed might come to rest in some
still lower energy and thus even more stable configuration.
5) whether the system will eject parts or fall apart if enough energy is added
6) the extent to which total systems energy becomes momentarily
concentrated in or on one body (part or atom)
7) what conditions determine whether the system was oscillating chaotically
or not, especially the role of total systems energy and initial starting
configuration.
8) whether increasing the energy in a non-chaotic system makes it chaotic
9) whether the system oscillates periodically or quasi-periodically at low
energy levels
10) whether crossing the threshold into chaos changes system behavior.
11) the difference between a system with linear springs versus non-linear
springs.
Also included are a few thoughts about how this research about the behavior of this
small “toy” system might apply to real-world, natural, economic, political, and other
systems.
If desired read Chapter 9 (the book’s conclusions) first, then the other chapters
which supports them.

1.2 The most important things discovered
By way of summary of this entire book perhaps the three most important things to
know about small N-body systems are:
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a) All the bodies, parts, or atoms dynamically interact with each other in a
way that makes their speeds, locations or any other variables associated with
them vary in a random and often chaotic manner. Below is a typical example
of how they vary. There are intense spikes in intensity, as well as calm
periods, that occur on a random basis both in time and intensity. This
waveform is the very image of that chaotic behavior.

b) Energy moves within the system randomly, and momentarily,
concentrating in, or on, one part. That “kick” causes the part to react
dramatically. The movement of energy is best shown in this movie where
atoms blink when they have an unusually high level of kinetic energy. In this
case it’s when they have 20% or more of the total energy in the entire
system.
*****Insert link to movie saved as: “MSS#9 movie red at 20%”
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The fact that something dramatic happens is best shown in this movie when
an atom is almost ejected from its parent molecule after the other atoms get
in sync and kick it especially hard.
**** insert link to ((((“mult-ejection movie”)))))
c) In many cases a system will have more than one stable equilibrium
configuration, shape or “state”. When self-assembling from widely separated
parts it can come to rest in any one of these. If a stable configuration is
sufficiently disturbed by adding energy to it, or applying an outside force, the
system can transition over a tipping point into another.
This movie shows one configuration -oscillating in a metastable atom-centric
configuration- that makes such a transition. The new configuration is much
more stable.
*** insert movie in tipping folder called “5 atom sys flips”

1.3 The model

Model source: The N-body model, programmed by Erik Neumann is found at:
https://www.myphysicslab.com/develop/build/sims/springs/Molecule4Appen.html It’s labeled as a molecule simulation because the forces act approximately
like those between atoms in a molecule. The forces are called springs although in
real molecules they are actually electromagnetic. (Opposite charges between
protons and electrons attract. Like charges between protons, or between electrons,
repel) Latest unreleased version that I’m using is at:
https://www.myphysicslab.com/develop/build/sims/springs/Molecule5Appen.html
Spring characteristics: These “springs” are programmed in the form of a nonlinear force that pushes the masses apart and another that attracts them together.
To better visualize this imagine that one mass is located at the 0,0 point in the
diagram below, and the other is somewhere out to the right on the x-axis. The
curves show the magnitudes of the attracting, repelling and net forces between
them depending on how far they are apart.
Red is the repelling force, blue is attracting and green is the net force. At the point
where green crosses the x axis there is no net force on either body so they would
come to rest there apart if friction had dampened out any oscillation. If further
apart the net force is attraction, and they would be pulled closer together. If closer
the net force is repulsion and they would be pushed further apart. At equilibrium
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they’re also in an energy well so it takes energy in the form of a push or pull to move
them closer together or further apart.

Here is the force equation behind these curves:

d = the distance between the atoms.
k = stiffness
f(d) = magnitude of the force (applied as a vector on each atom in
opposite directions) Repelling is k((d/2) to the minus 3), attracting
is k(6/d).
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These forces are similar to but not mathematically accurate representations of the
forces between real-world atoms in a molecule. Nevertheless they are adequate for
our purpose, which is to show how parts in a generic system behave when affected
by both attracting and repelling non-linear forces, such that they come to rest some
equilibrium distance apart. In other words these forces bind the parts into a system
while still keeping them as separate entities. The model then shows how a change
(movement) in one part affects the other parts.
Note that the above equation means that the springs are all the same length when
relaxed regardless of their stiffness. It also means any two atoms –regardless their
masses- would come to rest that same distance apart if not linked to any other
atoms. The three-atom system is an exception since each spring can and will
assume its relaxed length when the system is at equilibrium. In 4, 5 or 6 atom
configurations with multiple springs to each atom it’s likely that some, perhaps all,
springs will be compressed or stretched when the system is at equilibrium.
Based on the force equation above the potential energy in the bond (or spring)
between any two atoms is shown by the “energy well” curve below. At the bottom
the attracting force equals the repelling force. If the atom is at rest at the bottom
the system has no free energy. It would take energy (effort) to push it up one side
or the other against either the attracting or repelling force. If the atom is
somewhere up along either slope it has PE, which it will lose it if allowed to roll to
the bottom. Oscillation is when the atom “rolls” back and forth, which it will do
indefinitely unless slowed by friction or other means of energy dissipation, like
radiating heat energy.
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Although there is an energy well between any two atoms as shown above , there is a
different energy well for the entire system. Having the entire 6-body system in the
bottom of its energy well does not mean each pair of atoms is at the bottom their
pair-wise energy wells. In other words when the overall molecule is at rest in an
equilibrium configuration some “springs” may still be stretched or compressed and
thus contain potential energy. That’s always true in the simulations explored here
because atoms on opposite sides of the molecule would be pulled closer if acting in
isolation.
It takes an input of energy from outside the system to disturb a system from the
bottom of its energy well. A relatively gentle push or pull will set it oscillating, and
that’s what’s done to get many of these runs to oscillate. When the attracting force
falls off with distance –as gravity does- a violent push can cause the bonds between
parts to stretch so far that parts can escape from the system.
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An oscillating system is essentially an energy storage device. If friction is present
that energy will be drained off and the system will come to rest in some equilibrium
configuration or energy well. In short, it takes some outside pressure, effort or
energy to change any system near or at equilibrium.
This model can only simulate these bodies or atoms as they would behave or
arrange themselves in two-dimensional space. If the model worked in three
dimensions the atoms would form more realistic three-dimensional structures.
Some would look like crystals or real molecules.
NOTE: A different version of the model –where the attracting force between atoms
was a function of their masses- was used in Chapter 8.8. Details about it are given
there.
Instructions for programming the model
For brevity here, details of how I programmed the model to make the runs below
are published separately. However here are some key points.
After downloading the model one hits the double back arrow to reset the system.
Then initial conditions including the positions of the atoms, masses and spring
stiffness’s are set using the SIM tab. The “show energy” bar is always selected so as
to display the total potential energy in the system (actually in the springs) at the
beginning of each run. Then the atoms are dragged- usually to arbitrary positionsuntil total E reaches some desired level. Next one goes to the timeGraph or Graph
tab. After clearing the old plot one selects the variables to be plotted. Then press
the play arrow to start the run. When its run long enough hit pause or reset. After a
reset the waveform from the just completed run can be dragged left or right or up or
down using the mouse. Reset will take everything back to where it was at the
beginning of the run: same atom positions, same total E, and so forth. It will also
save the previous waveform.
To determine whether a run is chaotic or not one tests for SDIC. This involves
making a second run with almost, but not exactly, the same initial conditions and
comparing its waveform to that from the prior run. I always plot ke1 on line 2 to
create these waveforms, although force or velocity should work as well. To reduce
clutter select “none” for lines 1 and 3. The default plots line2 in red.
Here are the steps I use to make that second run: First hit reset then change reds
mass by the smallest possible amount. That’s usually from .50000 to .50001 or one
part in 50,000. Then go to timeGraph and select “terminal”. Next –so the second
run’s wave is easily compared- change its color by typing
“timeGraph.line2.setColor(‘blue’)” into the command box and hit enter. This
command should then appear in the large terminal box. Finally, to make the second
run hit play again. The second wave (in blue) should overwrite the first (in red) for
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a while but then, after 3 to say 30 seconds, diverge IF the system has SDIC. To
change line2 back to red use the above command but change the word blue to red.
The screenshots in this report show different user interfaces (UI) since the model
was graciously revised by Mr. Newmann several times –to meet my needs- as this
research proceeded. For example the ability to set each mass and spring stiffness
differently, select linear or non-linear springs, and the feature which causes atoms
to blink red when their kinetic energy spikes above a specified level, were some of
the things added.

1.4 Shape and nature of chaotic waveforms
The objective here is simply to show what a chaotic waveform looks like and note a
number of its main characteristics. A waveform shows how the value of some
variable in the system, like position or kinetic energy, changes over time as the
system oscillates. Since all these variables vary in similar fashion it does not matter
which is plotted to get a general feeling for what chaotic waveforms look like.
The most widely accepted technical criterion for an oscillation to be labeled as
chaotic is that its waveform be aperiodic and demonstrate “sensitive dependence on
initial conditions” or SDIC. There is a technical test for this that requires making
two computer simulation runs with just a very small difference in their initial
conditions and then comparing the resulting waveforms. If they diverge fairly soon
the run is labeled as chaotic. Its also possible to roughly determine whether a
waveform is chaotic just by looking at its general shape. It will vary randomly like
daily temperatures or a stock market index. Aperiodic means that no segment of the
waveform will ever repeat or reoccur on a regular basis. If it did that segment- no
matter how complex- would be called a period. On the other hand to be perfectly
periodic requires each waveform segment, that is each period, to have exactly the
same shape and the same values. A waveform can be called quasi-periodic if the
waveform segments have about the same shape but the values change from one
period or segment to the next. In practice waveforms can be more or less quasi so
the boundary between quasi-periodic and chaotic isn’t easy to see by looking at the
waveforms. At one extreme they are almost perfectly periodic, at the other they
look chaotic.
Below are four screenshots of waveforms that were chaotic, as proven by testing for
SDIC. These runs plotted the kinetic energy of one body or atom in the “molecule”.
We need only plot one variable since all of the variables, such as ke2, X velocity of 3,
or Y position of 5, would have oscillated in like fashion. One can see that periods of
calm -where some variable is oscillating gently- are sometimes followed by sudden
spikes in its behavior. This is analogous to periods of drought followed by violent
floods. Or market crashes after periods of growth. The third image shows that
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several extreme events can also follow each other in rapid succession. This
suggests, for instance, that because a 500-year flood just occurred we’re safe for the
next 500 years. In fact another 500-year flood might occur next year. Random
unpredictable change is the hallmark of chaos.
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This is how a chaotic waveform looks over a longer time frame.
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1.5 Effect of friction on oscillations
Only one run is needed to show how friction causes the intensity of oscillations to
decline over time as energy is drained from the system. Given sufficient time all the
free energy be drain away and the body (in this case atom#1) will come to a stop,
and its kinetic energy will be zero. In this model the “damping” setting applies
friction.
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This is the same run except the total system energy isn’t plotted so the decline in
ke1 appears more dramatic.
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Chapter 2: 2-body systems
Two body systems oscillate periodically as shown by the lack of SDIC effects in the
following two SDIC tests. The first test used linear springs and the second used nonlinear. Both of these runs were perfectly periodic since each cycle of the wave had
exactly the same shape and magnitude.
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Below is a “phase space” plot for the non-linear oscillation above. This plot –using
any two variables- can be used to test for perfectly periodic or quasi-periodic
oscillation. If the moving dot perfectly retraces its path time after time the system is
oscillating perfectly periodically. If each successive pattern has about the same
shape but is offset to some extent then I call the oscillation quasi-periodic.
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Chapter 3: 3-body systems
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Behavior with linear springs
Behavior with non-linear springs
Transition to chaos
Conclusions

The objective here is to briefly explore the behavior of 3-body spring/mass systems.
The technical literature seems to imply 3-body systems are chaotic except under
very improbable conditions akin to balancing an egg on end. The literature also
seems to imply that non-linear forces are a prerequisite for chaos. But the literature
isn’t as clear as desired – especially to a non-mathematician- so these tests were
made to see when this particular three-body system was chaotic, and when it
wasn’t. Other things were also explored.
There is no universally agreed definition of chaos or which criteria can be used to
judge whether a system is chaotic or not. However all experts agree that a chaotic
system manifests “sensitive dependence on initial conditions” or SDIC. There may
be other criteria as well but for my purpose if a system has SDIC effects that
manifest in a relatively short time I call it chaotic. The SDIC effect one looks for is
divergence between the waveforms produced by two nearly identical runs, which
start with almost, but not exactly, the same initial conditions. In this report that
often means mass#1 is set to 0.50000 for the base run and 0.50001 for the
comparison run. The resulting waves are superimposed, and if they diverge after
time the run I consider the run chaotic.
The numerical value of energy in these runs may or may not be misleading and I do
not have any specific range for what I label as “low” or “high”. Instead I apply those
terms to differentiate the relative energy between runs within each series.
Chapter conclusions are listed at the end.

3.1 Behavior with linear springs
Two scenarios were tested here. Both tested for SDIC at different energy levels but
one scenario had the three atoms set to the same mass, and the three springs set to
equal stiffness. The second scenario set them to different masses and stiffness’s.
The results are counterintuitive since it seems intuitive that both scenarios would
have behaved the same, namely by producing periodic or quasi-periodic –not
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chaotic- waveforms. Or at least both would have been the same. The explanation
for this remains unclear. Nevertheless both are reported.
Scenario A: Runs where all atoms had the same mass and all springs the same
stiffness
The screenshot below shows the mass, spring and other settings for these runs.
Before each run the atoms were dragged to arbitrary positions until total E reached
the desired level to sample behavior at.

E=0.009
No SDIC effects appear in the first 30 seconds of this run suggesting it was not
chaotic.
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E=2.05
No SDIC effects appeared in the 60-seconds this run lasted.
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E=5.03
SDIC did not manifest in the first 60 seconds of this run.
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E=10.1
SDIC effects did manifest in this run but only after about 26 seconds.

This finding was confirmed by another run –shown below- where SDIC was first
seen about t=30
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E=17
This is the SDIC with E=17. It is notable that SDIC effects show up much faster at
this energy level than they did with E=10.1 This was not surprising since the
authors research into the double pendulum showed that SDIC effects became
evident quickly in high energy runs, but took longer to manifest in low energy runs.
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A prior test had also searched for SDIC at about this same energy level but it
produced a periodic looking waveform that showed no SDIC effects within the first
22 seconds. That waveform is shown below. I was unable to reproduce this run
because the starting arrangement of the atoms was not recorded for any of these
runs. I have no explanation for why these two runs produced conflicting results. It
may be that they were different and that caused this very different result.
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To see if this run was perfectly periodic or just quais-periodic the following partial
phase space plot was made. The technique was to let the model run for a few
seconds lotting in green, then pause and change the color to red for the rest of the
run. If the system were perfectly periodic the red line should –as it starts the second
period- begin overwriting the green line precisely. It didn’t so this system was
either not perfectly periodic or some model artifact was causing the values to slowly
drift so each pattern was slightly offset from the prior one. If the model was
behaving perfectly then this run would be called quasi-periodic because, although
the general pattern of oscillation repeated, the values drifted.
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The above series of runs indicate that this particular 3-body system –with linear
springs, atoms of equal mass, and springs of equal stiffness- can be chaotic at higher
energy levels and is not chaotic at low energy levels. In other words it is not
necessary for the connecting forces to be non-linear for the 3-body system to be
chaotic. There is danger in making broader generalizations now, but that may be
possible after examining 6-body runs later.
Scenario B: Runs where atoms differ in mass and springs differ in stiffness
These runs were made with masses 1,2 and 3 set to 0.5, 0.4, and 0.3 respectively.
And with spring stiffness’s set to 6, 5 and 3.
E=0.013
This run did not show any SDIC effects (ie: wave divergence) so was not chaotic.
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E=1.02
The following run was not chaotic.
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E=1.17
The screenshot was not included but this 60-second run did not show any SDIC.
E=5.56
This run showed no SDIC.
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E=10.2
The following run made with much more energy was also not chaotic.

This is a 50-second long plot of the waveform from the above test.
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and this is a partial phase space plot for that same run. It would take more than
three dimensions to plot the full phase space plot.
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However the run below made with about the same energy level, but starting with a
different arrangement of the atoms was clearly chaotic.
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Here is the result of a similar run where the initial conditions are displayed.

The movie linked to here shows the red trace overwriting the blue trace.
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*** link to movie saved as “3-body SDIC asym lin spr movie”
Here is the partial phase space plot for this or a very similar run. Again the color of
the trace was changed from green to red somewhere during this run.

Summary: The above series of runs shows that a 3-body system connected by linear
springs can oscillate either chaotically or not, principally depending on the energy
level in the system. At low energy this system was never chaotic, but rather it
appeared quasi-periodic. At high energy it sometimes was and sometimes wasn’t.
Whether it was chaotic or not seemed to depend on whether the masses and spring
stiffness’s were equal (making for a symmetrical system) or whether they were not.
But the starting arrangement of the atoms also seemed to play a role. Since there
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appear to be several variable controlling whether this system is chaotic or not a
more through series of experiments would be needed to fully map the territory.
The main point is that a 3-body system with linear springs can be chaotic under the
right conditions.

3.2 Behavior with non-linear springs
Virtually all real-world systems –and definitely those held together by gravity or
electromagnetic forces- involve the equivalent of non-linear springs so the results
below are far more meaningful than those above dealing with linear springs.
Since the masses and connecting forces in real-world systems are unlikely to be
equal all the runs below set them to different arbitrary values. In particular mass#1
was set at 0.5, mass2 at 0.4 and mass3 at 0.3. Spring 1-2 stiffness was set at 1.0,
spring 1-3 at 0.7 and spring 2-3 at 0.5. Exceptions are noted.
E= about 0.007
These runs with very low energy, and with masses and spring stiffness set
differently show no SDIC and are therefore not chaotic, assuming that SDIC is an
adequate test to determine chaos
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This run has about the same energy but left all masses to the same default values.
Same with stiffness’s. It was also not chaotic.

This is the phase space plot for a similar but not identical run:
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E= 0.21
This run had a considerably higher E but was not chaotic
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E= 1.02
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E=1.32
This run was not chaotic
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E=1.4
This run was not chaotic

E=1.45
This run was not chaotic.
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E=1.48
At this energy level the system showed SDIC for the first time and was therefore
chaotic. The exact threshold appears to be between 1.45 and 1.48 in this series,
although that’s not certain since the starting positions of the atoms differed from
run to run in a random and unrecorded manner. Atoms were simply dragged to
where total energy approximated some desired value before each run was started.
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E=1.6
This run shows that the system was chaotic at this energy level.
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E=10.15
This high energy was chaotic. Its assumed that – with possible rare exceptions- all
runs from E= 1.48 to 10.15 and beyond would be chaotic. (There are rare windows
of periodic oscillation in the bifurcation diagram for the logistics equation cited in
the technical literature. That may happen with this system also.)
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Same E but atoms positioned differently
The objective of this side experiment was to compare how two different shaped
configurations with the same total E would behave. To test this a run was made
with the atoms positioned as shown in the screenshot below. The blue atom was
moved vertically until total E read 1.0. This configuration was run and it produced
the blue trace. It also tested positive for SDIC and was therefor chaotic. For the
second run the blue atom was dragged down, which caused total E to decline at first,
then rise back up to 1.0 as the spring went into compression. Thus the second run
started with the same total E but from a different shaped configuration. This run
tested positive for SDIC and produced the red line on the chart below.
So in this particular case changing the initial configuration did not in and by itself
determine whether the system was chaotic or not, since both were. However this
one test does not rule out that possibility in other situations. In other words it
leaves open the possibility that the energy level at which these systems first become
chaotic may partly depend on the starting positions of the atoms. In still other
words at some particular energy level one starting configuration may be chaotic
while another isn’t.
The experiment does show that different configurations can produce waveforms
that, while similar in general, differ in detail.
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Summary for non-linear spring runs: At low energy this system with its nonlinear springs was never chaotic. Instead it appeared to oscillate in quasi-periodic
manner although that was not carefully verified. At high energy it oscillated
chaotically. Several runs were made to see if there was a sharp energy threshold
above which the non-chaotic system suddenly became chaotic. This appears to be
true since it was not chaotic with E=1.45 but was chaotic with E=1.48. However
caution is needed because other differences between those runs, mainly the starting
positions of the atoms, may have determined whether those runs were chaotic.

3.3 Transition to chaos
Several runs were made to see if any significant change in behavior occur when this
system crosses the threshold from quasi-periodic behavior to chaotic as energy is
added to the system. That involves plotting the waveform in a run –with negative
damping to gradually add energy- which starts with sub-chaotic behavior and ends
with chaotic behavior.
Because the starting positions of the atoms may affect when the system crosses that
threshold two runs using similar atom positions were used to hopefully minimize
this problem. One was made below the threshold the other above it.
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The screenshot above shows the positions of the atoms for the E=1 run above the
threshold, and notes that at least two tests show this configuration was chaotic.
To confirm that a configuration similar to this was sub-chaotic the blue atom was
adjusted vertically until total E was about 0.1. The SDIC test confirming that it was
sub-chaotic is shown below. This screenshot was taking during the run so it doesn’t’
show the atoms initial positions before release.

Then to perform the increasing energy run of interest here the model was reset to
the initial configuration for that E=0.1 run, and damping set to negative 0.5. The
screenshot below shows the first 8 seconds of that increasing energy run. It was
paused here because the vertical scale was low enough to magnify the size of the
waves so their shape can be better assessed. We take visual note of the ke1
waveform, which is hard to describe in words.
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The run was resumed and allowed to run until total E exceeded 1.0 and the system
was probably operating chaotically. Presumably the system crossed the threshold
from quasi-periodic operation to chaotic operation somewhere between E=0.1 and
1.0, but without conducting a number of intermediate runs one can’t say where.
However the main point is to see if the waveform changed in any significant way
when the system became chaotic. In other words does a systems behavior change
radically when it first becomes chaotic? This might be important to know if any
real-world systems of concern –like those involving climate- are near some
threshold into chaos.
At first glance the wave between t=0 and t=2 appears more evenly sinusoidal than it
does beyond t=2. Maybe the system became chaotic at that point? However the
waveform after t=2 seems relatively consistent. Namely from t=2 onward there
seem to be single or twin high peaks every 2 seconds or so. Sometimes its just one
peak, sometimes two. Clearly the oscillations grow in intensity as the total energy in
the system increases. That’s expected, and to speculate a bit, what we would expect
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climate oscillations to do as the globe warms. But overall – and ignoring my first
impression notes on the image- I do not see any obvious change in the nature of the
oscillations as this system became chaotic. The chaotic looking waveform between
say t= 4 and 8 resembles -in general- that between say 12 and 16. But perhaps
others will detect a significant difference. It’s an important issue and merits more
research.

3.4 Conclusions about three-body behavior
a) Three body spring/mass systems can oscillate chaotically whether the springs
are linear or non-linear.
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b) These systems appear to oscillate quasi-periodically at low levels of total system
energy but chaotically at high energy levels, again whether the forces connecting
them are linear or non-linear. At low energy levels these systems were never
chaotic. The positions of the atoms at release -as well as their relative masses and
the relative stiffness’s of the springs between them- all seem to have some role in
determining whether this system is chaotic or not, assuming it has sufficient energy
to be chaotic.
c) There appears to be a relatively sharp threshold in total systems energy between
quasi-periodic and chaotic behavior, although as noted other factors seem to help
determine where that threshold is.
d) One single and hardly conclusive test suggests that this system does not
experience a noticeable change in behavior when an increase in system energy
causes it to transition from quasi-periodic to chaotic behavior.
e) A fuller exploration similar to this needed to more fully map the behavior of 3body systems like this because there are several variables at play. In addition these
findings should be double checked using a different model to rule out any possible
artifacts of this one.
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Chapter 4: System self-assembly
The objective here is to show how a system will self-assemble from widely separate
parts if there is a force attracting them to each other, and another repelling force
that prevents them from getting so close they merge. A number of simulation runs
was made to explore this topic.

4.1 the simulation runs
The first set of runs was made with all the atoms or parts having equal mass. The
second set had reds mass=5, blues mass=10 and the others left at the default value
of 0.5.
Equal mass runs:
The five following screenshots capture the system self-assembling from widely
dispersed parts. When far apart there was considerable potential energy in this
nascent system because the parts were attracted to each other by some force. In
this case it was springs but the same thing would be true of atoms in a forming
molecule attracted electromagnetically or matter in a forming galaxy attracted
gravitationally.
This simple experiment demonstrates the fundamental physics that cause dispersed
parts in some environment to self-organize into compact systems comprised of
parts bound together. Energy is dispersed in the process by friction, radiation or
something else. The resulting equilibrium system will have some free energy if its
still vibrating but not hard enough to change its configuration. It will have no free
energy if it becomes motionless.
The distinction between energy and free energy as I use the term is thus. In a spring
mass system in motionless equilibrium some springs may still be stretched or
compressed and thus contain potential energy. I call it residual PE. However there
is no free energy in the overall system to initiate movement because all those forces
are balanced. When in motionless equilibrium 3-atom systems have no residual
energy because each spring takes its relaxed length. The 6-atom system always has
some residual energy because even the geometry of the most tightly bonded
configuration is a pentagon with one atom in the center. By necessity some if not all
springs are either compressed or stretched in this situation. I have found no
configuration of the 6-atom system, regardless of mass and stiffness settings, that
has no residual PE when in equilibrium.
Screenshot 1 shows the initial conditions where the parts are far apart and not yet
moving toward each other. Note the high total E, all in the form of PE.
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As things begin moving the forming molecule or system will over-compact and then
expand back due to repulsing forces. (The springs, which are stretched when
attracting, become compressed when repelling.) If there is enough damping or
friction in the system the resulting oscillations will die down quickly but with light
damping, as used for this run, they dampen slowly as can be seen from the many
peaks in the red waveform.
Real world molecules vibrate continually because something is always supplying
external energy in the form of heat. If that’s cut off the vibrations will cease when
the temperature reaches absolute zero.
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Note the positioning of atoms in this stable equilibrium configuration, and especially
that reds in the middle.
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If one starts with a different pattern or positioning of atoms there is a probability
the final configuration will be different as shown in the following run. The only
difference is which atoms are adjacent each other. This is because all the springs
are in place, and all have the same stiffness.
Since mass is not considered in the particular force equation used in this version of
the model the end configuration does not depend on mass differences. In other
words one would get this same shape regardless of how the masses were set. Note
that the UI shown in this screenshot if from an earlier version of this model. The
latest version allows the user to set the mass of each atom, and the stiffness of each
spring separately. Setting a spring to zero stiffness will eliminate it.
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Below we ended up with a different equilibrium (blue in middle) simply because the
damping rate was changed a little. Yellow ended up in the middle when it was
changed again to 0.06.
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What is happening here is that when the system is almost out of energy and
oscillating gently some atom will find itself in the center. But if its still moving, still
oscillating, it may have enough energy to move out of its own little gravity well and
be replaced by another. Essentially it’s a matter of how the system is configured
when it no longer has enough energy to change. Who ends up isn’t really
determined by physics, but it seems like luck.
Conversely of course if energy is added to a quiescent system it may change its
configuration.
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Hopefully these screenshots have explained why systems –whose parts are
attracted by natural electromagnetic or gravitational forces – self assemble into
systems. Organizations, corporations, economies and nation states are comprised of
parts. There must be analogous forces causing them to self-assemble, and holding
them together.
Hiding the forces: The forces that bind real world systems together are invisible so
we don’t “see” systems in daily life, just their parts. For instance we see corporation
A, corporation B and government agency C, but we don’t see the forces that make
them into a system so it’s less obvious that they ARE a system. (I feel this is a
problem in our understanding of how systems, particularly political ones, work.
Thus it’s useful to make some runs where the springs are hidden. Below we see the
initial conditions for one run where all the parts are widely separated.
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Then after the run when all the energy has been drained off the stable equilibrium
configuration looked like this.
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Movies of self-assembly:
The best way to appreciate this process is to view the movies.
This movie, made with a run having a low damping rate and visible springs, shows
that different parts occupy the center position for a few moments but are then
displaced.
Insert link to movie (((saved in Erics Model run folder in sub folder self
assembly movie folder as “self ass movie1”))))))
This movie, made with high damping, shows widely dispersed parts rapidly
converging to equilibrium configuration.
Insert link to movie (((saved in self assembly movie folder as “self ass
movie2”))))))
This movie shows how total energy in blue and the magnitude of ke1 oscillations
decline as energy is drained off and the system self-assembles
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Insert link to movie (((saved in self assembly movie folder as “self ass
wo spring 4”))))))
This sequence of three movies shows how the initial positions of the parts effected
the final equilibrium configuration, especially which part ended up in the middle.
The starting configurations had about the same total energy, and the damping rate
was not changed. One can see the part being dragged from its prior position
a) blue ends up in center ((((saved in self assembly folder as “self ass wo
sp 5”))))))
b) green ends up in center ((((saved as “self ass wo sp 6”))))))
c) red ends up in center (((saved as “self ass wo sp 8”))))))
In this movie the springs are hidden:
(((((( saved in self assembly movies folder as “self ass wo springs1” )))))

Runs where two parts are heavier than the rest
The objective of these tests was to see how having parts with different masses
would effect the final equilibrium configuration after the self-assembly process
completed. A damping rate of 0.05 was used in all these runs. These runs were
made with red mass=5, blue mass=10 and the rest at 0.5.
NOTE: The user interface (UI) shown in the screenshots below is an older version of
the model where terminal commands were needed to alter some of the masses. The
latest version allows all the masse to be set in the UI.
Run #1: The initial configuration had the parts well separated as shown below.
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At the end of this run the equilibrium configuration looked like this. The atoms
were gently oscillating as the last energy was being drained from the system. Note
that blue is in the center.
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One behavior that’s most obvious when viewing the movies is that the heavy masses
move relatively slowly while the light ones move quite fast. This is intuitive and
probably applies to other systems. Jupiter’s orbit affects the other planets far more
than they affect Jupiter’s orbit. Government can affect a person quite a lot, but most
individuals can’t change government much.
The first movie for this run had the springs showing.
Its at (((((saved as “Self ass#1(red5 blue10)” )))))))
The springs were hidden for this second movie.
Its at (((((selfass#1,nosp (r5blue10” ))))))
Run#2: The only difference between this run and run#1 was that the atoms were
moved to different starting positions. The point was to demonstrate that where
things end up can depend on where they started from. Blues mass could not be set
in the UI. Instead a special command in “terminal” was used.
Here is the IC before release:
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And here is how the atoms came to rest. Note that red occupies the center. One
might have expected the heavier mass to always end up in the center but that wasn’t
the case here.
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Run#3: Again only the initial positions of the atoms were changed for this run. This
is that IC.
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And here is the final equilibrium configuration. Blue is in the center again but gray
and red are no longer adjacent.
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The movie for run#3 is found at:
at….. (((((saved as “selfass#3 r5 b10” )))))))
In this movie so much energy occasionally concentrates in a few atoms that they are
almost ejected from the forming system. Planetesimals were frequently ejected
from the forming solar system due to gravitational interactions analogous to these,
and now cruise interstellar space.
These runs have shown that the relative masses of the atoms have no affect on the
shape of the final configuration, and may not have any effect on which atom ends up
in the middle. That may be a matter of chance. In other words where the atom was
when the energy dropped below the level needed to move it elsewhere.

Runs where three parts are heavier than the rest
In these two runs red mass was 5, blues 10, pinks 3 and all the rest has the default
mass of 0.5. The initial starting configuration for run 4 was the same as run 3.
Run#4: This is the final equilibrium configuration after run#4.
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The movie of run#4 is found at:
….((((((saved as “selfA run#4 r5 b10 p3”)))))))))
This movie is particularly interesting as it shows how violently the light atoms
(gray, yellow and green) are tossed when they collide with the heavier atoms. The
entire system slowly drifts down because a characteristic of this model made it do
so after gray bounced off the top wall of the modeling box.

4.2 conclusions
a) These simulations have demonstrated how natural forces can self-assemble
dispersed parts into a compact system. The forces in this model are those of
springs, but gravity or electromagnetic forces -such as within molecules- would do
likewise.
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b) Widely separated parts in an environment will self-assemble into a compact ,
motionless and stable configuration if they are subject to both attractive and
repelling forces, and friction or some other mechanism drains away excess energy.
c) Because the parts -even when well-separated in their environment- have forces
linking them they are still in effect a nascent system, just not a mature, low-energy,
compact one at equilibrium.
d) 3-body spring/mass systems will have no residual energy when they reach their
compact, motionless, triangular, equilibrium configuration because all springs will
assume their relaxed length. Systems with four or more bodies will almost always
have some residual PE when at equilibrium –because some or all springs will be
stretched or compressed to some extent- but this trapped PE is incapable of causing
further motion because all the forces on each part are balanced. The exception is
where the relaxed length of the spring equals its actual length in the configuration.
(In a square four-body system this would require having the relaxed length of the
diagonal springs equal to the length of the diagonal.)
e) There can be several different equilibrium configurations for systems like this
that are linked by forces that are not a function of the relative mass of their parts,
and have springs of equal stiffness. They all have the same shape and differ only in
which atom or part occupies a particular position, like the center in this case. They
all have the same residual energy.
f) Given that there are several equilibrium configurations which one the system
settles into depends on which it’s in when the parts lack sufficient energy to move to
another configuration. Thus each equilibrium configuration is in an energy well.
The parts will have had sufficient energy to roll into some well but be slowed
enough by friction when there so they can’t roll back out. If they could they would
eventually stumble into some other energy well. This explains why changing the
damping rate and/or the starting positions of the parts affects which configuration
the system comes to rest in.
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5) Behavior as function of total energy in system
5.1 Introduction
Objectives: The main objective of this section is to explore how the behavior of this
system changes as the level of total systems energy is increased from a very low
level to much higher levels. In particular I wanted to find out if this system was
periodic at low energy but chaotic if it exceeded some well-defined level. Therefore
a series of SDIC tests was conduced at increasing levels of energy.
In the double pendulum, the Lorenz waterwheel, the logistics equation, and some
Rayleigh-Benard convection cells the system’s oscillations suddenly become chaotic
once a certain level of energy or “forcing function” is exceeded. Below that level they
are perfectly periodic or quasi-periodic. One objective here was to see if that was
true of this system. As it turned out this objective was not satisfied for two reasons.
First, the energy level at which the system became chaotic depended not just on the
energy level but also the placement or configuration of the atoms at the beginning of
a run. Second, results of tests to see if the system was chaotic or periodic gave
conflicting results so it was impossible to know which was right.
Process: The overall process was to make a series of runs with ever-higher energy
and test for periodicity at each level until the system was clearly chaotic. In a few
cases two or more runs were made at the same energy level but with different
starting configurations (positions) of the atoms to see what effect that had. And it
turned out to have a pronounced effect.
All runs in this series were made with all atoms set to the same mass and all springs
equally stiff.
Additional charts or plots were made at some energy levels when it was thought
they might ad clarity or explore some side topic.
Test for chaos: To test for chaos the waveforms from two runs with nearly, but not
perfectly identical, initial conditions were compared using what’s called the “SDIC
test”. The only difference in IC was the red atoms mass, which was left at the default
value of 0.50000 in the base run and set to 0.50001 for the comparison run. This
was a change of just one part in fifty thousand. If the waveforms from these two
runs diverged the system did have a “sensitive dependence to initial conditions”
(SDIC) and was therefore judged chaotic, since SDIC is the main technically accepted
criterion for chaos. If the second run’s waveform over-wrote the first runs
waveform perfectly then the system was not SDIC and therefore was not chaotic. In
this paper the term “SDIC effect” means that the waveforms diverge so they no
longer overlap perfectly. This divergence seems to grow rapidly once it starts.
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Whether or not it begins at the beginning of the run but is so small as to be invisible
could be determined by precise measurements, but it isn’t visually obvious.
The base and comparison waveforms always start out being identical to the eye but
start to diverge sometime later. Sometimes that divergence becomes obvious in
under 10 seconds, but if it didn’t runs lasting up to several hundred seconds were
made to see if it would eventually appear. In some cases perfectly periodic
oscillation or SDIC might have been detected if the run lasted even longer. However
if it takes a long time for SDIC effects to appear it may be that they are due to some
artifact of the model as opposed to actual chaos. In addition, if many cycles of
oscillation occur before the waves diverge it means that one would be able to make
fairly long-term accurate predictions until they appear, assuming one had a good
model.
Test for periodicity: To see if the system was perfectly periodic or even quasiperiodic two graphs were created. First timeGraph was used to plot the waveform
of ke1 over periods ranging from about 100 to 300 seconds. It was visually
examined to see if the shape of the waveform created in the first few seconds would
repeat later on. If it clearly didn’t then the run was neither perfectly periodic or
quasi-periodic. However if the general shape of the waveform did seem to repeat a
partial phase space plot was created using the Graph tab to determine whether it
was perfectly periodic or only quasi-periodic.
Typically I used Graph to plot the pattern of ke1 relative to ke1 over time. If the
pattern plotted early on perfectly repeated time over time then the system would
have been perfectly periodic. If the pattern was similar but drifted over time the
system would have been quasi-periodic. It was possible that the set of oscillations
within one period was complex and took a long time to repeat so the technique used
was to use one color during the first 10 seconds or so and then complete the run
using a different color. The trace using that second color would hide a great deal of
the first color over time but it would not over-write or cover it completely unless the
system was perfectly periodic. Thus if after 100 or 300 seconds any of the first color
was visible the system was judged to be either not perfectly periodic or that its
period was longer than the run lasted and was therefore not detected. It was not
practical to judge quasi-periodic with this method because the plot gets very busy.
But some clue was gained by watching the simulation in action. One can perhaps
see if the pattern appears to be repeating.
An example of the phase space plot for a quasi-periodic oscillation is shown below;
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The author chose to plot the behavior of ke1 and ke2 for somewhat arbitrary
reasons. Any of the other variables like the X velocity of atom #1, or the Y position
of atom #4 would probably have worked just as well since the oscillations of all
variables should produce similar waveforms or plots.
Clearly if a system is chaotic then it can’t also be periodic or quasi-periodic because
these are -to my knowledge- mutually exclusive forms of behavior. In other words,
if not chaotic a system should be either periodic or quasi-periodic. Thus if an SDIC
test shows the system is not chaotic it should not be necessary to conduct redundant
tests to prove its periodic or quasi-periodic since that should be a given. However in
some cases I wanted to check anyway and surprisingly found that the system was
neither chaotic, perfectly periodic, or even quasi-periodic according to my tests. The
reason for this conflict could not be determined. It may have been some unknown
artifact of the simulation model.

5.2 Runs at increasing levels of total energy
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This long chapter reports the results of runs of the 6-atom molecule at different
levels of total system energy from low to high. The main objective is to see if this
system is periodic or quasi-periodic at low energy and chaotic at high energy. Other
research into chaotic systems shows there is sometimes a sharp energy threshold
between the two. Time limitations precluded fine tuning the runs in order to detect
exactly where that threshold was. And it seemed somewhat pointless since it seems
to depend not only on the energy level but also the initial positions of the atoms.
The system here were all symmetrical in that all the atoms were of equal mass and
the springs of equal stiffness. Changing these might also affect when the system
becomes chaotic, if indeed such a threshold exists.
Summary of results
The table below lists the level of total system energy for each run, how long the
waveform was examined to see if it was perfectly periodic and the results. It also
lists how long the SDIC tests lasted and when if ever SDIC effects appeared thus
indicating the run was chaotic. Blanks indicate that no test was run.
The author had no time to rerun all these tests in a more systematic manner, for by
instance ensuring all the SDIC runs lasted long enough to detect any SDIC effects.
Once the energy level reached the level where SDIC was detected it was felt all runs
with more energy than that were likely to be chaotic and so testing for periodicity
was usually omitted.

Total
Energy
.006
.009
.03
.048
.1
.3
.5
1.03
2.02
4.0
6.0
6.15
6.3
6.5
7.0
8.0

Duration
of test for
periodicity
180
200

Perfectly
Periodic?

Duration of
SDIC test

Time when SDIC
effects first
appeared

no
no

100

Not yet

140

no

140

no

140

no

90
96
254
90
250
92
23
10
10
16
16
20
10
10

Not yet
Not yet
140
not yet
152
55
14
5
Not yet
11
10
10
8
3
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One general conclusion from these tests –which apply to the particular system
configurations and settings tested*- is that this 6-body system is not perfectly
periodic at low energy although the waveforms suggest it was quasi-periodic. At
higher energies it showed SDIC and was therefore oscillating chaotically. Finally,
there is a general trend for SDIC effects to appear sooner as total system energy
increases. It is felt these general conclusions would apply to other N-body systems
albeit the numbers may be different. (* atoms all have same mass, springs equally
stiff)
More detail about the runs cited in this table are reported below.
E=0:
When the system is in its lowest energy configuration the forces on each atom are
balanced and none are moving. The overall system has no free energy in this
condition, even though there is potential energy in some or even all the springs to
the extent they are stretched or compressed when the system is at equilibrium. In
this model free energy is the same as total energy, and total energy is shown on the
models user interface. Energy is added to the system before a run by using the
mouse to drag (push or pull) one or more atoms or masses from their positions in
the equilibrium configuration. They remain there (with zero velocity) until the run
is started. The equilibrium configuration is shown in the screenshot below. It’s
found by inserting damping or friction into the model and allowing it to run until the
oscillations die out and all parts come to rest. Note from the gray bar that there is
essentially zero energy in the equilibrium configuration of this system.
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To conduct an SDIC test one or more atoms were displaced from their equilibrium
position to add energy, which would power the subsequent oscillation. They were
displaced enough to get the system to the desired level of total energy. Which ones
were moved to reach that level was arbitrary. Total systems energy E is indicated
in the gray bar. Each runs starts with the atoms stationary, so the total system
energy is all potential, not kinetic, to begin with.
Below are the results of testing at increased levels of total system energy. In some
cases plots were made to test for perfect or quasi periodic. In a few the effect of
trying different positions of the atoms before the run was started (i.e.: different
initial configurations) was explored.
E=0.006 test:
This was the lowest level of total E examined for this paper. In the screenshot below
it can be seen that the initial part of the waveform formed in the first 20 seconds did
not repeat during the next 80 seconds. Thus if this run was periodic its period must
have been longer than this run lasted.
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Thus a longer run was made and again the early part of the waveform did not
repeat. This means either that the system was not periodic or its period was longer
than about 180 seconds.
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The screenshot below plotted ke1 vs. ke2 for 200 seconds. The trace was colored
red during the first 10 seconds then to aqua for the remainder of the run. The aqua
trace covered much of the red trace during that time but since it didn’t cover it all it
clearly wasn’t exactly repeating the pattern formed in the first 10 seconds anytime
during the next 180 seconds. This shows that either that the system was not
periodic or that its period was longer than about 190 seconds.
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In sun the above tests did not prove the system was periodic, but neither did they
prove it wasn’t. It could have been periodic but with a period lasting longer than
these runs did. Perhaps this system has enough moving parts that its pattern of
oscillations is so complex it could be expected to take a long time to repeat.
Due to lack of time this system was not tested for SDIC.
E= 0.009 test:
Screenshot below show the systems initial configuration for the tests that follow. It
has a total E of 0.009.
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First I plotted ke1 for 200 seconds to see if the early part of the waveform might
repeat and thus suggest the system was periodic at this low energy level. Results in
the screenshot below show either that it was not periodic, or that its period was
longer than this run lasted.
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Next ke1 vs. ke2 was plotted for 200 seconds. The screenshot below shows the
pattern formed during the first 10 seconds of that run. At this point the simulation
was paused to change the color of the trace.
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This screenshot was taken after 200 seconds and shows that the pattern formed in
the first 10 seconds (traced in red) did not repeat during the next 190 seconds when
the trace was lime color.
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Thinking that the period might be longer than 190 seconds, the run was resumed
and continued for a total of 500 seconds. Again the early 10-second pattern did not
repeat. This shows one of four things: 1) the oscillation is not periodic, 2) it might
be periodic but have a period over 490 seconds long, 3) its quasi-periodic but that
was too hard to detect visually, or 4) the simulation model is not accurately
modeling reality.
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Since the system did not appear to be periodic within a reasonable time frame it was
thought it might be chaotic. In later SDIC tests at higher energy levels SDIC effects
showed up in the first 10 or 20 seconds so running this one for 100 seconds seemed
adequate to detect them, if indeed they existed. Thus the following SDIC test was
made.
Since the waveform with reds mass set to 0.50000 was identical to the waveform
when reds mass was set to 0.50001 this system was not SDIC and therefore not
chaotic.
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In sum, the tests above were not adequate to show whether this particular system
was perfectly periodic, quasi-periodic, or chaotic. They seem to give confliction
results but in retrospect probably didn’t last long enough. Perhaps longer tests to
see if it was eventually periodic, or to see if SDIC effects appear later, would resolve
these uncertainties.
NOTE: It will be shown later that it would probably take well over 100 seconds for
SDIC effects to appear at this very low energy level. So much time in fact that it
wasn’t attempted. For example with E much higher (at 0.1) it took 154 seconds for
them to appear.
E=0.034 tests
The following four screenshots were made with E=0.034. As described below an
SDIC test suggested the system was not chaotic because it showed no SDIC in what
was felt to be a run lasting long enough to detect it. On the other hand tests for
periodicity suggested it was not perfectly periodic either, unless that period was
over about 140 seconds long and therefore couldn’t be detected. Details follow.
This is the waveform for the base run of an SDIC test on this system.
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and this shows how the comparison run oscillated precisely the same way since
overwrote the red portion exactly.
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To see if it was periodic the 140-second long run shown below was made. Visual
examination of the screenshot shows it was either not periodic or apparently even
quasi-periodic because the waveform during the first 20 seconds of this run
(outlined in dotted box) did not repeat –either exactly or approximately- later in this
run.
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To further search for periodicity the following phase space plot was made. The
pattern produced during the first part of this run (in red) was not overwritten –
either exactly or approximately- during the second part of this 3 or 4 hundredsecond long run, again showing that this system was neither perfectly periodic or
quasi-periodic, unless of course that period was longer than these runs lasted. If
that were true the waveform would eventually repeat and the trace in the phase
space plots would eventually exactly retrace and cover up the earliest part of the
trace, or at least closely parallel it.
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Another set of similar runs was made near this same energy level to double-check
the above findings. They gave similar results. Here a screenshot from those runs.
This run started by plotting ke1 in red.
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Conclusion: These runs provide fairly convincing evidence that this 6-body system
does not oscillate periodically or quasi-periodically at what seems very low energy
levels. And that would also seem true for any other similar N-body systems.
However its still possible that it is periodic, albeit with a period longer than these
runs have lasted. The waveform within any such period could be quite complex.
Such a situation would be undetected. Its also possible there is some technical
limitation with the model that distorts results at low energy making what is really
periodic appear not.
Purely intuitively I feel this type system would never oscillate periodically no matter
how low the energy is. However there is one theoretical exception. If the atoms
were released exactly the same distance from the center on radials spaced exactly
the same angle apart then they should oscillate periodically in and out along those
radials like a pulsating jellyfish. The classic 3-body system has been shown to do
something similar. However this situation is very unstable, akin to balancing on a
knife-edge
E=0.048 test:
In this low energy test the blue waveform from the comparison run precisely overwrote the red waveform from the base run thus showing that the system did not
show any SDIC effects during the first 96 seconds this run lasted. Therefore it was
not chaotic according to this particular test.
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E=0.1
This screenshot captures the first 60 seconds.
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The screenshot below captures the wave over 450 seconds.
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The screenshot below shows only the base run for an SDIC test to see if this system
is chaotic at this energy level. It’s followed by several screenshots showing how
long the second or comparison run took before SDIC effects began to appear. Its
evident that the oscillations looked somewhat orderly for quite a while.
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The blue trace clearly overwrites the red one very accurately for the first 100
seconds in the screenshot below.
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But some very minor SDIC effects begin to show up about t=134
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These grow stronger in the screenshot below but the waves are still synchronized.
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The next several screenshots going out to t=254 illustrate the confusing nature of
this runs behavior. The blue peaks are clearly higher for a while but then the red
ones become higher. This indicates that red and blues overall envelope changes
according to a long-term cycle lasting about 7 seconds from peak to trough, and that
those waves are well out of sync by about t=200. However the peaks of the high
frequency oscillations within those overall envelopes seem to stay in sync because
in both runs they peak at the same time. Finally, to make things even more
confusing the minor peaks between the high ones get completely out of phase,
which is easy to see at about t=236.
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Altogether these results are what they are even if the message isn’t clear. Yes there
are SDIC effects, but they take an unusually long time to manifest. Overall the run
looks quasi-periodic.

E=0.5
It was suspected that SDIC effects might take longer to show up than previous SDIC
tests lasted so it was decided to perform a 200-second long SDIC test this time. The
system did turn out to exhibit SDIC, but it took about 152 seconds for the first minor
indications to become visible. The presence of SDIC indicated that the system, that
is this particular configuration of atoms, was chaotic at this energy level of E=0.5.
The first two screenshots below show these results using a scrolling time window of
20 seconds.
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To make these effects easier to see and to better see how they intensify over time
the time window was shortened to 10 seconds and the run paused several times.
The five relevant screenshots follow.
The very first and barely noticeable indication of waveform divergence or SDIC
appeared about t=122. This was not detected with the 20-second time window.
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In the next two screenshots its clear that peaks of the waves are becoming
noticeably different, however the waves are still staying in phase or sync.
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By about t=234 the red and blue waves were beginning to get out of phase. For
instance just before t=236 the red was at a small peak whereas blue was in a valley.
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Finally, near the end of the 250-second long run the waves bore no resemblance to
each other. If this model had been attempting to forecast the value of ke1, and one
didn’t know the exact value of the initial conditions, (in other words it was uncertain
whether red’s mass was 0.50000 or 0.50001) then the resulting forecast would have
been accurate out until t=122, been just a bit off out to say t=234, and completely
useless beyond that.
The technical literature on chaos theory continually stresses that when a system is
chaotic short-term forecasts are possible if one has a good model, but because we
can’t know the EXACT values of the initial conditions, accuracy falls off rapidly with
time and long-term forecasts are useless.
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E= 1.03 test:
All the runs at this energy level used exactly the same initial conditions except for
the minor change in red’s mass used for SDIC tests.
periodicity: Since the prior run with E=0.5 was chaotic it was known that this run with higher energy- would be also. Thus only one superfluous and cursory test for
periodicity was made. The resultant screenshot is just below. The pattern of peaks
that formed early-on did not reoccur during this short run.
This first screenshot was checked visually to see if the early portion of the waveform
seemed to repeat. It did not, but this only proved the system was not periodic with a
period shorter than the run lasted.
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SDIC: The SDIC test was captured in the following three screenshots. Very small
and barely visible differences between the waveforms first began to appear about
55 seconds after this run started and continued to grow as the run progressed.
Since this system clearly displayed SDIC it was judged as chaotic.
The first indications of SDIC appear about t=55 and are very minor. The waveforms
remain in phase.
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By t=70+ the difference between the waveforms is obvious and thus the presence of
SDIC proven.
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Later on the waves get out of phase as shown below. This is clearly seen at T= 91.5.
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Note: A number of other runs were made at this time and using this same
configuration to explore the topic of energy concentration. They are reported in
Chapter 6.
E=2
SDIC effects first appeared about t=14 in this run. This was much sooner than they
appeared with E=1.
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The run below was made to see if –at the same energy level- the shape of the initial
configuration or positions of the atoms might have any influence on when the first
indication of SDIC would appear. It did since they appeared after 17 seconds as
opposed to 14.
The original thought is that the starting configuration might effect when the system
crossed the threshold from periodic to chaotic. That could be important if true.
However once it seemed clear that all configurations would be chaotic at energy
levels similar to this or above that issue was moot. What remained was to see if the
configuration might effect how long it took SDIC effects to become apparent.
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E=4:
The runs at this energy level did not all use the same initial configuration or exactly
the same energy level.
While making runs at this energy level the issue of forecasting the future values of
variables in a chaotic system is discussed.
Spikes: Before showing the results of SDIC testing two screenshots are included
below to highlight how this chaotic run produced occasional, momentary, and
random spike in ke1.
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After a long delay ke1 spiked again to a very high value. This shows that the very
highest spikes can be far apart, like 500-year storms. However that’s not always
true. Other runs show several intense spikes in rapid succession. This random
spiking is a key point to emphasize about the behavior of chaotic systems.
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SDIC: Two runs at very close to the same energy level were made to see if a
difference in the initial arrangement or configuration of atoms would affect how
long it took for SDIC effects to appear.
This is the “A” configuration at the beginning of its run:
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The A configuration was chaotic, and it took only about 5 seconds for the SDIC effect
to become obvious.
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Here is the “B” configuration at the beginning of its run. Note the radically different
arrangement of atoms.
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The B configuration was also chaotic but it took 8.5 seconds for the SDIC symptoms
to occur. As noted earlier this time is a somewhat arbitrary call since the wave
divergence seems to grow exponentially from the imperceptible to the clearly
obvious. Nevertheless its accurate enough to conclude that the initial configuration
does influence when they do become obvious to the eye.

E=6:
The two SDIC runs below were made not only to see if the system was chaotic at this
energy level but also to see if the initial placement of the atoms (ie: starting
configuration) affects when SDIC effects first appear.
Run x2 with one positioning of the atoms and an E of about 6 will be compared with
another run X3 with the same E but a different starting configuration. The two
screenshots relevant to the first run follow. The first shows how the atoms are
placed at the start.
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The screenshot below shows that SDIC effects began showing up at t=6 seconds in
run X2.

Run X3: The first screenshot below shows that the atoms were positioned quite
differently at the beginning of this run, even though it had almost the same total E.
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The screenshot below shows that SDIC effects did not begin to show up until much
later, namely 13.5 seconds.

These two runs demonstrate that the time a system takes to manifest SDIC depends
not only on total E but also on the starting configuration or placement of atoms at
the beginning of a run.
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Its possible that two systems, each with a different initial placement of atoms but
the same total energy, will oscillate in different modes. One may be quasi-periodic
and the other chaotic. This possibility was not tested.
E= 6.15 and 6.3 Screenshots not included. Results summarized in earlier table.
E=6.5
SDIC effects become visible after about 10 seconds when the second run in blue fails
to overwrite the first run shown in red.
This run nicely illustrates why long-term prediction is impossible in chaotic
systems. The reason is that even IF one had a perfect model of the real-world
system in question one can never know the initial conditions accurately enough. In
this case an error in red’s mass of only one part in 50,000 gave entirely different
waveform after about 10 seconds. Which was right at some specific time or date?
The high red spike at about t=18 or the near zero reading of blue at that same
instant?

Further fine-tuning should expose the exact energy level or threshold where this
system first becomes chaotic, assuming only total E, and not some other thing like
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the shape of the initial starting configuration, determines it. That fine-tuning comes
a bit later.
E=7
With E=7 SDIC effects become visible after about 8 seconds. Thus this run has SDIC
and is chaotic.

E=8:
Screenshot below shows system was SDIC with E=8. The waveforms start diverging
after only about 3 seconds, whereas closer to the threshold into chaos it takes longer
for them to appear. For example it took 8 seconds with E=7 and 10 seconds with
E=6.5. This is consistent with the author’s research on the double pendulum.
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5.3 Conclusions for chapter 5
a) These simulations sampled the behavior of a 6-body system with non-linear
springs over an wide range of total-system-energy levels from very low to fairly
high. The samples taken ranged over about three levels of magnitude from 0.006 to
8.0. Tests were made at each energy level to see if the system was perfectly
periodic, quasi-periodic or chaotic.
b) At moderate and high energy levels this 6-body system with non-linear springs
exhibits sensitive dependence on initial conditions (SDIC) and is ,at least according
to this criterion, therefore chaotic.
c) At very low energy levels it is not clear whether this system is perfectly periodic,
quasi-periodic, or chaotic. Examination of both a waveform of ke1, and a partial
phase-space plot of ke1 vs. ke2, showed that no portion of the waveform began to
repeat in 100 to 500 second-long runs. Although this suggests that the system is not
periodic or quasi-periodic at these low energy levels it does not rule it out
completely because the system may have a period longer than these runs lasted. If
so it wouldn’t have been detected. On the other hand it didn’t test positive for SDIC
either. More precisely no SDIC effects were evident in a test lasting about 100
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seconds. At higher energy levels SDIC effects appeared much sooner. It’s also
possible that some computing artifact is causing these conflicting results.
d) At very low energy levels the waveforms appeared random and thus chaotic
regardless of what the SDIC tests showed. In particular the value of ke1 randomly
spiked to high levels. This is of course a practical finding since it means future
performance can not be predicted based on observations of past performance,
except in the most general fashion. In other words it means that spikes will occur
randomly in systems like this.
e) One run, with E=0.1, appeared to oscillate quasi-periodically. Specifically each
cycle of oscillation had about the same shape and they were contained in an
envelope whose size varied in a fairly sinusoidal fashion. However it also showed
SDIC effects after running a fairly long time. This helps illustrate the difficulty in
trying to put this systems behavior into clean categories. It also suggests that this
type of system can oscillate both quasi-periodically or chaotically depending on
circumstances yet to be understood.
f) In some other systems like the Lorenz waterwheel and its associated equations,
the double pendulum, and the logistics equations above a certain driving force or
energy level a system that had been oscillating periodically will suddenly become
chaotic. Since this research was unable to find any periodic operation even at low
energy it was not felt useful to try to find a threshold to chaos.
g) In other chaotic systems there are sometimes a few highly specific energy levels
where an otherwise chaotic system will operate periodically. My research into the
double pendulum found that those windows were very narrow and required having
precisely the right energy level. As such they were hard to find and others may lie
undiscovered. If this system behaves that way the abovementioned run with E=0.1
may have accidently landed on one of those windows. Runs with slightly higher or
lower energy could have confirmed this, but time limits precluded doing so.
h) Because SDIC did not manifest for a considerable time in these very low energy
runs–and perhaps never would- it would be possible to predict the waveforms of
this system –at low energy- for a reasonably long time IF one had an accurate
simulation model. Not knowing the initial conditions exactly would not matter.
One can see that the red and blue waveforms are exactly the same during this
“reasonable” period.
i) Generally the higher the system energy the sooner SDIC effects –in the form of
diverging waveforms- become evident.
j) The initial positioning of the atoms affected the time at which SDIC effects first
appeared.
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k) Its not clear whether SDIC effects that do occur, but only occur after a very long
time, prove that a system is chaotic, whether they might be computing artifacts such
as accumulated rounding errors, or whether they prove nothing.
l) When this system is chaotic the waveform occasionally spikes to very high values
on a random basis. The higher the value the less frequently it occurs. Its analogous
to very intense 500-year floods, on average they occur every 500 years whereas less
intense 100-year floods occur much more often. A simple visual inspection of the
waveforms demonstrates and confirms this.
m) This research did not explore N-body systems with more than 6 bodies so its not
known for sure how they would behave. However based on similar behavior
between the 3 and 6 body simulations I suspect they would behave in similar
manner. Namely be mostly chaotic.
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Chapter 6: Energy movement and concentration
The objective of this chapter is to emphasize perhaps one of the most important
aspects of this system’s behavior; namely the way oscillations of the different parts
occasionally “get in phase” so as to transfer energy to and greatly boost the velocity,
kinetic energy, or net force on a particular body. This shows up as random spikes in
the intensity of whatever variable is being tracked. For convenience I usually
tracked ke1. The other important finding is that energy moves from form to form
and place to place in this system.
These behaviors are captured two ways in this model. One is to plot the waveforms
and look for those energy spikes. The other is a special feature added to the model,
which causes atoms to flash red when their KE exceeds a specified value. Its a
compelling way – best seen in the attached videos- to demonstrate how energy
moves from part to part or place to place within the system somewhat akin to waves
sloshing around in a tub.
One effective way to show how energy moves from form to form (PE to KE) and
from body to body or spring to spring would be to plot how total E is allocated
among these alternatives over time. The plot for a 3-body system would look
something like that illustrated below. Unfortunately the model does not support
such a plot but the waveforms in the remainder of this chapter tell the same story.
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6.1 Waveform examples with non-linear springs:
To explore this phenomenon additional runs were made with the same set of initial
conditions used for the E=1.03 runs described earlier. These runs had 6-bodies and
non=linear springs.
The screenshot below records the value of ke1 relative to the total energy in the
system from the beginning of the run out to about 660 seconds. Total energy is
plotted in green and remained constant during this frictionless run. Its apparent
that once – and just momentarily- the energy in atom#1 accounted for about 60% of
the total energy in the entire system. A few other spikes of lesser intensity are also
obvious.

This chart is very important because it shows a key characteristic of systems like
this; namely that a significant fraction of all the energy in the entire system
randomly and momentarily concentrates in or on one part in that system.
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There are four main things to note when studying this long duration waveform.
1) A significant percentage of the total energy in the entire system
momentarily concentrated in or on one part. When this happens it creates a
peak or spike in the energy associated with that part. In this case the kinetic
energy of atom#1 is plotted. At t=80 it spiked to about 60%, and there are
several other times during this long run where it spiked to over 50%. In this
system the atoms or parts can have kinetic energy so that’s what is plotted.
To be clear then 60% of the total system energy concentrated in atom#1 at
about t=80, and it was all in the form of kinetic energy. Although its tricky to
understand potential energy resides in the springs not the atoms so to avoid
confusion its not plotted. It’s also possible to plot the net force exerted on
any given atom. That’s done later. Obviously a spike in the net force will
strongly accelerate the atom and may precede a peak in its ke.
2) These high spikes occur randomly in this chaotic system, so their timing or
intensity can’t be predicted.
3) Spikes can be far apart, or closely spaced. As they oscillate the atoms are
continually performing a complex dance of ever-changing configurations
which produce ever-changing forces on the subject atom. Occasionally all the
forces exerted by the other atoms exert a synchronized push or pull on the
subject atom thus boosting its speed and ke to an extreme. It may take quite
a while for the system to explore enough combinations before that magic one
reoccurs, thus sometimes those high peaks are widely spaced, like 500-year
flood. However, the system can and sometimes does stumble upon a rapid
sequence of magic combinations and produce a series of 500-year floods in
short order.
4) Chaotic operation will also produce periods during which the atom or part
is oscillating gently and has relatively low ke. The duration of such calm
periods is random. A good analogy is draughts, which may last one year, or
many.
The following four screenshots plot ke1 and ke2, and do so during short windows so
the shape of the wave can be more easily seen. They simply reinforce the four
points just made.
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Three atom plots: The six screenshots below plot the ke’s of three different atoms
–within the 6-atom system- in different colors. They illustrate not only that the
energy in one part spikes randomly but also that energy moves around in the
system from part to part or –since the atoms are in different places- it also moves
from place to place. This run lasted about 800 seconds. The sim was paused
several times to capture interesting parts of the overall waveform.
Results for the first 100 seconds appear below. The ke for atom#1 is plotted in red,
2 in green, and 3 in blue. Don’t confuse the color of the lines with the color of the
atoms, sometimes they are the same, but not always.
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It took quite a while but blue finally spiked to a high value at about t=385 in the
screenshot below. Again it’s apparent that the system can go through a long series
of “gyrations” or dance steps before some magic combination of forces concentrates
energy in some particular part.
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Green had been fairly dormant for quite a while but experienced a rapid sequence of
spikes in this screenshot. Again it makes the point that these chaotic oscillations
vary randomly in intensity. It’s unlikely that a number of peaks would follow in
rapid succession, but here they have.
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More of green’s intense activity appears below. I have no explanation for why green
was so active at this time. Probably it just happened by chance. Again its akin to
having a series of 500-year floods in rapid succession. These simulations suggest
that could happen. But it only suggests because it’s nowhere certain this model
mimics weather even though both systems are chaotic.
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The red, green and blue peaks in the screenshot below show, quite dramatically,
how energy moves around within the system. It moved from red to blue to green to
blue to red in this time window.
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Finally, here’s another period where green was particularly active.
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This run was stopped after 1000 seconds. During that time the highest spike in ke
was just over 0.6. All three atoms eventually reached near that level but never
exceeded it, at least during the duration of these runs. System geometry did limit
the potential energy associated with the inner bob in the double pendulum so
perhaps some aspect of system geometry limited the peak value of ke here to about
0.6. But I haven’t tried to explain it.
It would be interesting to know how the number of parts might limit the peak ke any
part could have. Intuitively it seems that the more parts the less any given part
might have when it peaks.

6.2 Blinking atoms
The model is designed with an option that causes bodies or atoms to flash red when
their ke exceeds a specified percentage of the total energy in the system. (That
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percentage can be set with a slider on the user interface.) This is a compelling way
to show not only that energy DOES randomly concentrate in each body, but also that
it moves around in the system from body to body or place to place.
If this behavior applies in economic systems –not ready to make that case yet- then
for instance GM may experience some dramatic and disruptive event caused by
outside factors one year, while Apple is hit by a disruptive event sometime later. It’s
like waves of disruption or change sloshing around in the economic system and
occasionally getting into phase or conspiring to severely and randomly impact a
particular company or institution. Between dramatic events all players would
experience small random perturbations that might express as variations in
shipments, costs or revenues.
The screenshot below captures the moment ke1 spiked and the associated atom
blinked red.

A given body will frequently have say 10% of total E for a moment. It has 15% less
often, 20% less often than that, and 35%+ only on rare occasion. Thus when the
threshold is set to say 20% the bodies will flash red quite often. When its set at 35%
they will rarely flash. (Roughly speaking 20% is akin to the 10 year storm, 35% is
akin to the 100 year storm.)
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A series of movies are linked to below. Each captures an image like the one above.
By slowly moving the time slider its possible to stop the movie just when one body
lights up and see if one of the waveforms peaks at that same instant. Its
recommended you do that. If a body blinks but there is no waveform peak its
because the wave for that body isn’t being plotted.
Each of these movies used the initial conditions used for the MSS#9 runs. Typically
–when the molecule had settled into an almost motionless configuration that looked
like it was going to remain stable- I dragged one or more bodies quickly aside to
disturb or even destroy that configuration and see if it would come to rest in a
different configuration. This took energy and added it to the system, so in the real
world this is like the application of some outside force. If –after relatively gentle
disturbances- it always returned to the same configuration then that configuration
was relatively stable. In other words it had a deep energy well and could oscillate
within that well if not disturbed too much.
20% threshold movies:
The red flashes in this movie show that energy concentrates momentarily in
different bodies and/or in different places within the system. It also records some
of the applicable settings for these movies.
*****Insert link to movie saved as: “MSS#9 movie red at 20%”
This movie shows the chaotic waveforms of the ke% variables associated with three
atoms. Slowly drag the time slider to about the 4-second point (in the movie not
the sim) and notice that when the wave exceeds 20% the associated atom blinks
red. It happens several times. Ignore the colors of the lines in this plot because both
ke1% and ke5% were inadvertently plotted using the same blue color.
****insert link to movie saved as: “MSS#9 movie red at 20%+ time”
30% threshold movies:
In movie below note the red flashes and associated peaks near t= 8 and 28 seconds,
plus those near t=33. Note also that these flashes occur less frequently when the
threshold is set higher.
***insert link to movie saved as; “ MSS#9 movie red@30% 3 graphs”
35% threshold movie:
There is a spike and flash at t=8 seconds. There is another spike at t=29 but its just
shy of 35% so no atom flashes. An atom does flash at t=1:00 but its wave was not
plotted. Both spike well above 35% occurs at t=1:09 and the associated atom
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flashes again. It total there have been only three flashes in this run whereas at
lower energy thresholds there were considerably more. Again, in chaotic
oscillations exceptionally high values or spikes occur rarely, and of course
randomly.
***insert link to movie saved as; “ MSS#9 movie red@35%+time”

6.3 Atom being ejected from molecule
The image below shows another example of how energy is concentrated in an
oscillating system. In this case it’s concentrated on the red atom, almost ejecting it
from the rest of the molecule. Its very weakly bonded at that point and dynamics
like this suggest this may be the instant that a chemical reaction is most likely to
occur. It was created with a different version of the molecule model designed so the
attractive force fell off more rapidly with distance. Thus the atom could move
further out and be more visible. For the movie this came from, and additional
explanation, please see Chapter 9.
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6.4 Waveforms with Linear springs
The objective here was to see if the waveform from a system with linear springs was
noticeably different in character from one with non-linear springs. The first pair
view the waves over a short 15-second period so one can see differences when each
cycle is fairly distinct. The second pair reveal longer time waveforms.
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Both of these look equally random, especially in regard to the high spikes.
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Both long-term waveforms have about the same character. The point here is that in
later attempts to relate the behavior of this abstract 6-body system to real-world
systems it doesn’t seem important to determine whether the forces in those real
world systems are linear or not because these runs suggest that doesn’t matter. In
other words its difficult enough to argue that this simple system behaves enough
like real world systems to be useful in understanding them without having to figure
out whether the forces are linear or not.

6.5 Equipartition of energy
This simple little 6-body system demonstrates what in thermodynamics is known as
equipartition of energy. Wikipedia says “…, equipartition also gives the average
values of individual components of the energy, such as the kinetic energy of a
particular particle or the potential energy of a single spring” And “…The jittery
motion is random and complex, and the energy of any particular atom can fluctuate
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wildly. Nevertheless, the equipartition theorem allows the average kinetic energy of
each atom to be computed,..” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equipartition_theorem
Key here is the word “average”. The fact that the average energy of each body in this
6-body system can be computed is fairly obvious; just take the total kinetic energy
and divide by 6. However the chaotic waveforms of ke1 shown throughout this
report demonstrate that the energy in any one atom does indeed fluctuate wildly.
This is at odds with what one might expect, namely that over time each atom would
end up vibrating continually at the same steady intensity.

6.6 Conclusions
a) Energy moves from place to place and from potential to kinetic form in these
type systems. I feel that this is the most practical implication of a system being
chaotic.
b) A significant percentage of the total energy in the entire system occasionally,
momentarily, and randomly concentrates in or on one specific body thereby
boosting its kinetic energy or giving it a very strong push. Sometimes any particular
body will find these energy spikes occur far apart. But occasionally several spikes
can occur in rapid succession. These spikes are a hallmark of chaos.
c) Between energy spikes the system will oscillate, not at a uniform intensity, but on
average more calmly, again for random length periods. These calms are also a
hallmark of chaos.
d) The rule of equipartion of energy probably applies to these systems, but that
relates to the average energy in each part. Meantime it varies chaotically.
e) The random nature with which energy concentrates and spikes in this system
does not seem to depend on whether the springs are linear or non-linear.
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Chapter 7: Metastable equilibriums
The objective of this section is to see if this N-body system has more than one stable
equilibrium configuration, and explore them if they exist. We start by assuming that
-as a system like this looses energy and self-assembles- it can come to rest in any
one of several equilibrium configurations. These configurations may differ in how
stable they are against an outside force, which if strong enough might cause them to
switch from one configuration to another. Usually one configuration will be the
most stable of all.
One political analogy is say the American colonial government before the revolution
was a configuration of stakeholders or governmental system that had been stable
for a hundred years. However the revolution was strong enough to break that
system of government apart, after which the stakeholders settled into a new and
different configuration; namely the “republic” we have today.
A key concept here is that of metastability, which Wikipedia defines as follows:
In physics, metastability is a stable state of a dynamical system other than
the system's state of least energy. A ball resting in a hollow on a slope is a
simple example of metastability. If the ball is only slightly pushed, it will
settle back into its hollow, but a stronger push may start the ball rolling
down the slope. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metastability
A metastable state of weaker bond (1), a transitional 'saddle' configuration
(2) and a stable state of stronger bond (3).

The Wikipedia article gives various examples of metastable systems
including the biological molecule STP: “… Adenosine triphosphate is a highly
metastable molecule, colloquially described as being "full of energy" that can
be used in many ways in biology.” It this case it means an ATP molecule sits
at position “1” in this diagram and is far higher than position “3”.
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The method for this chapter is to record the final configurations for several series of
runs. Each series differs in the number of springs in the system and their relative
stiffness’s. All runs within a series start with the atoms arranged in arbitrary
positions but yielding about the same total E. I record the shape of the final
equilibrium configuration with a screenshot , and the amount of residual energy left
in the system (all in PE form), when motion has almost ceased and there is no
chance the configuration will change any further.

7.1 The ramp analogy
Soon I will use the N-body “molecule” simulation to explore metastability but first
its useful to discuss the Wikipedia diagram in more detail. Consider the diagram
below. The dips in this ramp represent energy wells since if the ball is at the bottom
of one it takes energy to roll it up the side and out. One well is deeper than the other
so it would take more energy to roll the ball out of it than out of the shallow well. Or
maybe its more intuitive to think about rolling a rock up hill. Imagine the entire
ramp is positioned above a table, shown by the horizontal line.
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Panel a) introduces terms that will be used in the simulation runs below. It also
shows how this system behaves with no friction to slow the rolling ball. A ball
positioned high on the left would have a great deal of potential energy. When
released it would speed down converting PE to KE. Because no energy is lost it
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would roll in and out of the valleys and up the far side to the same height it started
from. Then like a pendulum it would reverse, and continue oscillating indefinitely.
The total potential energy in this somewhat contrived example is measured relative
to the table top, but obviously the physical characteristics of the system prevent the
ball from ever falling that low. The PE that actually can be used, that is converted to
KE, I call “free energy”. The energy that can’t be used I call “residual energy”. These
distinctions seem irrelevant here but they are relevant in the 9-atom molecule
because when the molecule is in its most stable, lowest energy configuration the
springs are still compressed or stretched to some degree and therefore contain PE.
The most stable configuration will contain the lowest PE.
Panel b) shows what happens when the system has friction, which slows the ball as
it rolls along. It enters the left well going slow enough friction may slow it enough
as it crosses the well that it hasn’t enough speed to roll up and out the far side.
Instead it will oscillate in the well eventually slowing to a stop in the bottom. The
squiggly line attempts to depict this diminishing oscillation. If the friction is lower
the ball may well continue on and become trapped in the right hand well.
Panel c) depicts two final situations. The ball can come to rest in the shallow well,
which represents one stable equilibrium configuration. Or it can stop in the deeper
right-hand well. The left well is called a “meta-stable” configuration because, if the
ball is pushed by some outside force, it could easily be pushed over the lip into the
deeper well. On the other hand it would take a much stronger push to dislodge the
ball in the deeper well. The deepest well the system can configure itself into is
called the most-stable or most tightly bonded configuration. And it has the lowest
residual energy.
If the system starts with the ball somewhere high-up on the left just where it ends
up depends on just how high that was and just how great the friction is. In other
words it depends on the exact initial conditions. If those are random values then
where the ball ends up will also be random, one may say a matter of luck. The bump
between the wells represents a tipping point. If the ball happens to pause near its
peak then a very small difference in where it paused will determine whether it falls
back to the left or proceeds to the right.
Panels a and b in the figure below contrast fragile and robust metastable
configurations. If the ball comes to rest in a shallow well it obviously takes little
energy to roll it out. If in a deep well it takes much more energy to break that
configuration so the parts can re-assemble into some other configuration. This can
best be seen in the movies of the “molecule” simulations reported below. In some of
these movies I reach into the simulation while its running to pull aside an atom or
two in a system that is oscillating gently in some energy well. If I don’t disturb this
configuration too much it oscillates more violently for a while but returns to the
same shape. On the other hand if I disturb it greatly it may well settle into an
entirely different configuration or energy well. In some cases I was able to drag an
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atom to a tipping point where it hesitated before deciding which configuration to
create. In the ramp analogy the tipping point is the hill between two stable energy
valleys.
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The second point to be made from this figure is that there may be multiple wells. In
the case of the molecule this means there may be multiple stable equilibrium
configurations. They may all have similar stabilities (or residual PE’s) as shown in
this diagram, or some may be much more stable than others.

7.2 Molecule simulations
As we turn back to the molecule we will be trying to see if there are any meta-stable
configurations, especially when we eliminate springs or make some stiffer than
others. As used here the term “configuration” means a particular spatial shape of
the molecule and/or which atoms are adjacent each other. A configuration
becomes stable when the atoms cease oscillating to the point where they could
switch to another configuration. The model is programmed to display a reading of
potential energy on the screen when that point is reached. That reading actually
measures the total PE left in all the springs, something I call residual energy.
To find metastable states we test a number of different starting positions for the
atoms, different spring stiffness, different masses, and different damping (friction)
rates. Then we compare the residual PE left at the end of each run as well as the
physical shape or configuration of the atoms. If there are several stable
configurations we will have demonstrated that this system does indeed have them.
When exploring this theme it was decided to made some of the systems more
reprehensive of real-world systems not only by setting the springs to different
stiffness’s but even by eliminating some entirety. The idea was that companies like
Boeing or Apple have direct relationships with their customers and suppliers but
suppliers have no direct relationship with the customers. So we eliminate that
spring, so to speak.
More analysis would be needed to find out if the configuration with the lowest residual
energy is also the most stable. One can envision a deep metastable well as in the
figure above in relation to a series of lower energy wells separated by shorter hills
between them. This leads to a more complex but potentially important analysis I’ve
not time for now. Namely, how do different scenarios for system self-assembly and
subsequent different intensity disturbances effect whether a system is more likely to
settle into a stable but high energy configuration versus a lower energy configuration.
The series of experiments below are called “Meta-stable search” or MSS because
they were literally a search for their existence. All the runs in the MSS#1 series had
identical initial conditions except for the starting placement of the atoms.
Note that the model was given new features in able to make these runs easier to
implement. Thus the user interface is different. In particular the ability to hide
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springs, changes masses and spring stiffness were added. The way energy is
computed and displayed was also changed. Before it was a measure of “free energy”
and would decline to zero. But that only applies in limited circumstance so now it’s
a measure of total system energy, which includes residual energy left in the springs
when motion stops. This facilitates the search for meta-stable configurations. They
usually differ in their residual energy, but this research shows it’s possible to have
different configurations with the same residual energy
It is somewhat difficult to understand what these different configurations mean,
especially when trying to relate them to some real-world system like a local
government dealing with a large public works project for instance. In both cases we
have parts like the city council, city employee unions, contractors, consultants, money
lenders, and the body politic all struggling to maximize their particular situation.
Each affects each other as they seek a policy compromise. I suggest the behavior of
this model mimics that struggle for compromise. As the stakeholders near some
acceptable compromise they run out of energy to contest it any further even if they
don’t get all they want. Thus the distance between these atoms and which is next to
which may be some abstract representative of this compromise or equilibrium
arrangement.
Caution: In viewing the screenshots it appears that when runs end up with different
shape molecules but the same residual PE they may actually be identical systems
but where some atoms are flipped from one position to another do to the way the
model handles them. Having at least three springs on each body should minimize
this, but it may also depend on spring stiffness. If they do have different PEs they
are probably different configurations. This again requires more though.
Not all series are reported since some were redundant, or faulty in some way.
Runs with equal masses and spring stiffness
These runs (no screenshots included) always ended in a 5-atom pentagon with the
sixth atom in the center, and the same residual PE. The only difference was which
atoms were adjacent each other and which ended up in the middle. This was
expected since all were equal mass and all the springs were equal stiffness. Thus
there were no meta-stable configurations that might fall into a lower energy
configuration if disturbed. Since these results were essentially boring no
screenshots are included.
MSS#1 series of runs:
Here the masses were left equal but the forces connecting red, blue and pink were
made stronger than the others. This was done by setting springs 1-2 and 2-3 to a
greater stiffness. One meta-stable configuration was found but it existed in a very
shallow well. This meant that quite a few runs were made before one just happened
to end with the atoms in that configuration.
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Ignore the absolute values for PE in these runs because it was included an offset that
was later removed. Focus only on their, relative values.
The screenshot below shows the results of the first run. Note its residual PE and the
fact that the most tightly bonded atoms (red, blue and pink) are not in their most
compact arrangement relative to each other, which is a triangle.

In this next run the three most tightly bonded atoms do end up in a triangle, with
blue at the center. It has a slightly lower residual E than the config. above, meaning
its slightly more stable.
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In the run below pink ended up in the center but this had the same residual energy
as the prior run. One could argue this is a different configuration because of that
and because the various pair arrangements are different. For instance gray is no
longer next to blue.
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Zero Damping run:
With no damping this system is never stable. Instead it pauses briefly in some
configuration until oscillations drive it to another. I include it only as a movie found
at:
*** inset link to movie saved as “middle changes no damping”
MSS#3 series of runs:
Intuitively it seemed that a configuration like that shown below might be metastable. Thus the atoms were dragged to the starting positions shown in the
screenshot below to see if they would remain there. This might not be the
configuration at the bottom of some meta-stable well but it should be close. When
released from this IC it was thought that the atoms might gently oscillate in these
general positions until they stopped in exactly the bottom of this well. In other
words they might not have enough energy to escape this well and destroy this
configuration.
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However after numerous tries -between which this triangular shape was slightly
adjusted- the system always escaped this well and ended up the atom-centric
pentagon shape seen below
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MSS#4 series of runs:
In this series the stiffness of spring 1-4 was also increased from what it was in the
runs above. Maybe this would discover some interesting meta-stable configuration
or configurations. One four runs were made. Luckily one run did settle into a
triangular meta-stable configuration.
The screenshot below shows the initial conditions (IC) for this series. For each
successive run the starting position of yellow was changed a bit. The atoms
oscillated violently after this run was started.
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The screenshot below shows how this system came to rest.
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The next run produced a surprising result, namely the system came to equilibrium
in a triangular configuration as shown below. This is a legitimate meta-stable
configuration although its well with a PE of 24.01 is almost as deep as the PE=22.83
run above. In other words this meta-stable configuration isn’t very stable. A
number of similar runs suggest the system will rarely come to rest in such fragile
equilibriums. Later we will try eliminating springs and making other changes to the
system to find out whether there are systems that have less fragile metastable
states. (NOTE: the note on this screenshot has a typo. The lowest energy config.
found actually had a PE of 22.833.
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A movie was made of this run.
Insert link to movie:((saved as “MSS#4 triangle”)))))
Before starting the run below one atom was moved just a bit, thus changing the
initial conditions marginally. As shown in the screenshot below blue ended up in
the center, and the relative positions of other atoms changed as well. The note on
this screenshot is also wrong. The atoms all have the same mass.
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A movie was made of this run and is found at:

*****inset link to movie ((saved as “MSS#4 blue centered”))))
MSS#6 series of runs:
Here five springs were deleted by setting their stiffness to zero. Otherwise this
series of five runs differed only in the placement of the atoms at the beginning of
each run, and of course where they came to rest. Curiously all ended up with about
the same residual PE, but with different shapes. This as apparently caused, at least
in part because red and blue had only two springs and could flop one way or the
other in the image. In this case the same system could appear as two different
shapes. It may be a model artifact but I avoided having atoms with just two springs
in future runs to avoid confusion.
This movie from another series MSS#8 shows how an atom can flop from one
position to another in this manner. In either position the system is essentially the
same because the length of the springs from magenta to red and yellow remain
unchanged.
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****Insert link to movie “ MSS#8 movie tip point”
The main reason for reporting this series was to make others aware that caution is
needed when comparing what appear to be different configurations, but maybe
aren’t.
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In the screenshot below note that blue rests between gray and yellow although it
has no attachment to either.
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MSS#7 series of runs:
Four springs were deleted from the molecule for this series of runs. This meant that
some atoms did not directly influence others. But they did so indirectly. This was
thought to be more representative of some real world systems. For instance a body
of customers in an economic system would directly affect a manufacturer like
Honda, but have no direct influence on the supplier of glass windshields to Honda.
After run “b” the model was not reset so the atoms were not restored to their initial
scattered condition from which they could self-assemble into an equilibrium.
Instead the prior equilibrium was disturbed by pausing the sim and dragging one or
two atoms aside a bit. It was equivalent to pushing the molecule out of whatever
energy pit or metastable configuration it had settled into with the hope it would
come to rest in some other energy pit. Because energy was added by doing this it
was by no means certain the next equilibrium would be a lower energy or more
tightly bonded on. In fact configuration b -when disturbed and set oscillating againcame to rest in a higher energy configuration with residual energy of 2.56.
Again trying to link this to the real world its like a political revolution led to a less
stable regime as opposed to a more stable one. This seemed to happen in Egypt when
a decades long Mubarak regime was overthrown and replaced by the metastable
Muslim Brotherhood, which lasted only months. The Brotherhood was soon
overthrown by the military.
The most notable findings here were:
1) a large number of metastable configurations were discovered
2) there was a fairly large difference in the residual energy between the
lowest and highest energy configurations: namely 1.04 versus 2.56. These
are reported in the table below.
Run MSS#7a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

1.04
2.09
2.56
2.10
2.09
2.09
1.04
1.04

3) there were several equilibrium configurations that differed in shape but
had the same or almost the same residual energy. Or to go back to the ramp
analogy they were sitting in energy pits of about the same depth.
4) if an equilibrium system is disturbed enough –which means adding
energy- it can come to rest in a more stable or a less stable configuration.
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The relevant screenshots appear below. (Note: Because runs c thru h were made by
pausing the sim and moving one or more atoms a bit then resuming play the PE
reading on the image is wrong and overwritten by the word “ignore” in red. The
correct residual PE for those runs appears in the energy bar. Run “b” is shown first
because red arrows were added to highlight which springs were deleted –by setting
their stiffness to zero- for this series. Those below the image were left at the default
value of 1.)
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MSS#9 series of runs:
This system was deliberately made more complex by deleting some springs (2-6,3-5
and 5-6) and setting the remainder over a wide range of arbitrary stiffness’s. The
initial conditions are shown in the screenshot below.
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It was expected that this would cause the system to have a variety of stable
configurations. Rather than being paused to drag an atom when the prior
configuration had become stable the system was reset to initial conditions before
each of these runs so it could self-assemble from scratch. The one exception was
run “k”. When the configuration in run “j” was disturbed the system stabilized into
the triangular shape shown.
A variety of stable equilibriums were discovered. Here are their residual energy
levels.
equilibrium
MSS#9 a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k

Residual E
1.65
1.27
1.39
0.58
1.06
0.69
1.75
0.94
0.81
1.76
2.10

Clearly run “d” ended with the lowest energy configuration. Its possible that a lower
energy configuration could have emerged after more trials. In any case all the
others are clearly metastable configurations. Their residual PE varies over a fairly
wide range demonstrating that for this particular system, at least, the system can
stabilize in metastable configurations well above some of the lowest energy
configurations. It was not determined just how stable the metastable configurations
were. It may have taken only a minor disturbance to tip the system from say
configuration “c” to “e” for instance, or it may have taken a lot. In other words the
hill or ridge between the “c” and “e” valleys may have been low, or high.
There may well have been more stable equilibriums but these are sufficient to make
the point that a significant number are possible in a system this complex in terms of
different spring configurations and stiffness’s.
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An SDIC test was performed on this system to see if it was chaotic as expected. It
was. (Mass # 1 was changed from 0.50000 to 0.50001 for this test)

The equilibrium configurations at the end of each run are shown below. Because
there were no atoms with only two springs, and their residual energies are different
there is no doubt these are legitimately different end states.
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This movie shows how a series of disturbances cause one stable configuration to
switch to another stable configuration after each disturbance. It starts with the
atoms having been dragged to the initial condition positions shown at which time
the system has a potential energy of 5.8. This was not a stable configuration
because after the run starts they begin seeking those equilibriums as energy drains
off.

****Insert movie saved as “MSS#9 movie”
In a broad sense this might be suggestive of how real world systems behave. You
disturb any given equilibrium situation enough and it might switch to a different
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equilibrium. Maybe this is how a series of political revolutions proceed. Maybe its how
ecosystems behave after major disruptions. The extinction of the dinosaurs comes to
mind as opening the world to mammals. Maybe if disturbed enough by global
warming climate will switch to the world we know today with icecaps and glaciers to
some other stable equilibrium where they no longer exist. We must keep in mind that
each equilibrium may be a low energy valley and the top of the hill between them is a
tipping point. I call all this suggestive speculation or inference for now.
The movie below sheds some qualitative light on the relative stability of different
metastable configurations. When watching it check the total energy displayed in the
gray bar to see at what level it will probably settle to if not disturbed. Ignore the
potential energy reading in the black area.

Insert movie saved as: “MSS#9 movie 3min”
The movie begins with a metastable triangular config with PE about 2.1, but after
minor disturbances rapidly switches to another shape reasonably stable at 1.7.
When this is disturbed the system switches to a 1.2 config, which when disturbed
again switches to triangle with a PE of about 1.7. This triangle takes minor
perturbations in stride but a somewhat larger one causes it to switch to a relatively
low energy config with PE= 0.86. This survives a number of increasingly large
perturbations until violent ones finally switches it into a metastable configuration
with a PE of 1.5.
MSS#10 runs:
The objective of this series was to see if slowing the damping rate would be more
likely to make every, or at least most, runs stabilize in the lowest energy
configuration. That didn’t happen as the screenshots below illustrate. The
metastable states discovered here had residual PE’s ranging from 0.13 to 1.14, a
fairly wide range between the depth of different energy wells.
These are the settings for this series.
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A movie was made of some run in this series. Note how red and gray often end up
atop each other. That is possible since there is no spring (or relationship) between
them to push them apart or pull them close. Thus the model does not “care” if they
are superimposed.

****Insert link to movie : “MSS#10 movie 1”
MSS#11 runs:
The ICs for this series appears below. Only one screenshot and a movie are reported
here. Obviously this system had a number of metastable configurations. It’s not
known whether one of these runs ended in the most stable configuration of all.
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A movie from this series is linked to below.

****Insert link to movie “ MSS#11 movie”
Two additional runs were added to this series to see if changing the masses would
affect the final configuration and residual PE. They did, as the following two
screenshots demonstrate. If analyzing this recall that in this model the force
between atoms does not depend on their relative mass, like it does between bodies
gravitationally attracted. See the force equation cited earlier for detail.
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It was decided to look at the waveforms associated with this series and conduct an
SDIC test to see whether the system was chaotic.
Here is the waveform:

And here is the SDIC test, which proved the system was chaotic.
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Finally, again for curiosity, the springs were changed from non-linear to linear to see
what would happen. This yielded the following two screenshots.
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This system was chaotic despite having linear springs.

7.3 Conclusions
a) This 6-body system has quite a number of metastable configurations depending
on the number and stiffness’s of the connecting springs.
b) In some systems the range between the highest and lowest residual PE was
narrow whereas in other series it was fairly wide. Obviously it would take
considerable more energy to change a system from a deep energy well to a shallow
one that do the reverse.
c) There was no obvious way to measure the height of the ridge between different
energy wells and thus how stable they were. However dragging an atom swiftly
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aside gave some approximate feeling for this since if the well was deep the atom
needed to be dragged further and faster aside before the system would switch from
one configuration to another. This is best observed in the movies.
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Chapter 8: Other topics
8.1 Would increasing the energy in a non-chaotic system make it
chaotic ?
8.2 Forecasting
8.3 Tipping points
8.4 Coupled systems
8.5 System behavior after a disturbance.
8.6 Linear vs. Non-linear springs
8.7 Runs with attracting force a function of mass
8.8 Cause and effect
8.1 Would increasing the energy in a non-chaotic system make it
chaotic ?
Experiments with the classic logistics equation, the double pendulum, the Lorenz
waterwheel, and Rayleigh-Benard convection cells have found that these systems
make a sudden transition from periodic or quasi-periodic oscillation into chaos once
a certain energy level (or forcing function) is exceeded. Would that be true with this
system? Is it true of all systems? The question seems especially relevant in light of
global warming.
To find out if increasing energy sends this particular system into chaos we start with
a relatively compact low energy configuration that is gently oscillating and gradually
add energy by applying negative damping. We apply the SDIC test to the resulting
waveforms to see at what energy level they begin to diverge. But since it takes time
for the waveforms to diverge even when its total energy is not changing its not clear
whether any divergence is the result of that delay or the result of rising energy
levels. In any case this experiment is described below.
The first screenshot shows the initial configuration and the total energy level at the
beginning of this run. It also shows the amount of negative damping, which is also
the rate at which the simulation is adding energy to the system. Note that the
configuration is relatively compact at release and has an energy level of about 1.7.
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The screenshot below captures how far out the atoms were oscillating by T=48.
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The screenshot below shows, as expected, that the magnitude of ke1 oscillations
increase as total E increases. This is the base run for a SDIC test.
Note that even if the system is not officially chaotic at low energy the left part of this
trace suggests ke1 nevertheless varies in a random fashion. And if they are
essentially random at energy levels below where the system is chaotic what
difference does it make whether the system is chaotic or not? A question for more
thought.

The screenshot below shows the results of the SDIC test over the same 50-second
period. The waves clearly began to diverge after about 15 seconds since the second
run in blue did not fully cover the base run in red.
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Since SDIC first appeared in less than 20 seconds the screenshot below captured just
the first 20 seconds of the plot above. And a plot of total energy (in green) was
added.
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As noted its not yet clear whether this plot showed that the system suddenly
became chaotic when the energy level reached about 6, or whether it was chaotic
below that level and the SDIC effects just didn’t show up for 13 seconds. To help
investigate a test was made to see if a system like this was chaotic at an energy level
below 6. Specifically, an SDIC test was run on a system with a total E of about 2 and
zero damping. In the resulting plot seen below SDIC effects, while hard to see, first
appeared at about T=13. This suggests that the system, at least this starting
configuration of it, is chaotic even at energy levels well below 6.
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The objective of this set of runs has been to see if rising energy levels will cause a
non-chaotic system like this to go over some sharp threshold and become chaotic as
energy levels rise. However the results are what they are, and they don’t answer
that question one way or the other. It seems easy answers aren’t easy to find.
Second scenario
Here we do a similar test again looking to see if the system behavior (ie: its
waveform) changes noticeably as the system transitions into chaos. The idea was to
start with the system at a very low energy so it oscillated periodically, then slowly
raise the energy with negative damping until it was clearly chaotic. Unfortunately
the lowest energy level these molecules could be dragged to was not enough to
make the system undisputedly periodic so there was no threshold to cross. That was
not surprising since no other runs so far have been periodic. Nevertheless this
attempt is reported since the damping rate was set very low perhaps making any
change in the nature of the wave more obvious.
The first task was to drag the atoms as close to their lowest energy configuration as
possible and create a waveform without damping for visual inspection. Heres the
relevant screenshot:
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Next an SDIC test to see if it was periodic or quasi-periodic. It wasn’t as the
following screenshot indicates.
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Nevertheless it was decided to make another run starting with this same low energy
configuration and apply negative damping to slowly add energy. This is how the
first 60 seconds of the wave looked.
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Nothing of import could be derived from this waveform so the time window was
shortened so the first few seconds of the wave could be compared with a sample
taken later. Here is what the first few seconds looked like.
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The next three screenshots capture later segments.
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Conclusion
a) The waveform in the first 10 seconds when the system was presumably as close
to being periodic as these techniques allow was different in detail from later
samples but not in any way that can be judged as qualitatively different in overall
nature.
b) Although it does not span the threshold of chaos, if indeed this system has one,
these screenshots do show that this system will behave about the same over a fairly
wide energy range; in this case between 6.1 and 25. However that does not ensure
similar systems but with different spring stiffness’s and masses would do likewise.
Intuitively I feel they would.

8.2 Forecasting
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The objective of this section is to focus on the topic of forecasting and show how –
even with an accurate model of a system- its impossible to make accurate long-term
forecasts in a chaotic system. By forecast we mean predict the value of some
variable at some specific time in the future. This is why its impossible to make
accurate weather predictions for what will happen say 15 days from now. The
problem is that we can’t measure the current state of the system accurately enough
when we insert it into the forecasting model. Miniscule errors have large
consequences. Many of the runs above produce completely different shaped downstream waveforms when some initial condition is changed by only one part in
50,000. In chaotic systems it is possible to make reasonably accurate short-term
forecasts with a good model. In periodic systems forecasting is easy because
historic patterns will repeat over and over.
The process will be to make some more SDIC tests and note what they show about
forecasting.
The run below shows the results of two runs with a very small difference in the
initial conditions input to the model before the run. It shows that a difference of
only one part in 50,000 (made in red’s mass, as it was in all SDIC tests in this report)
caused the system waveform to differ greatly after a while.
At first the blue trace exactly overwrote the red waveform from the first run. This
shows that accurate short-term forecasts are possible for a chaotic system providing
of course that one has a model which accurately mimics the behavior of the realworld system one is concerned with, and that one can input the initial conditions
fairly – but not necessarily perfectly- accurately into that model. Those initial
conditions come from measuring the appropriate variables in the real world system.
(Weather stations gather that data for input to weather forecast models)
However the fact that the red and blue lines (or forecasts) proves that even a very
small error in how accurately the initial conditions are measured can cause large
errors in longer-term forecasts. For instance look above the middle arrow. The red
forecast predicted a moderate value of about 0.6 on the scale whereas the blue
forecast predicted a much lower value. This is essentially why weather forecasts
over 5 days out are often very wrong.
In these SDIC tests I’ve rather arbitrarily used a difference of one part in 50,000. If
one used one part in a million or a billion the results would be essentially the same.
The more accurate the initial conditions are set, the further out one can make
accurate forecasts. But practically speaking accuracy falls off so rapidly with time
that it’s usually not worth the effort to refine the measurement of initial conditions
beyond a certain point.
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To illustrate this point the following run was made. Lets assume red’s true mass
was 0.50000. Then we compare three forecasts, one with the true mass(in red), one
with a large error (setting red’s mass to 0.50010 in the lime run) and one with a
much smaller error (0.50001 in the blue run). The object is to see how better the
forecast gets when the error is reduced by a factor of ten.
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If the error in one run were one part in 5000 its forecast (show in lime) would be
fairly close to the true forecast (in red) on t= 8 but 50% off by t= 8.5 and way off on
t= 9.5. What is the payoff of getting the initial conditions accurate to one part in
50,000. That run is plotted in blue and shows that accurate forecasts can be made
out to about t= 10. Its very hard to improve measures of initial conditions by a
factor of ten and this exercise shows the benefit would be fairly small.

8.3 Tipping points
The objective here was to get a better feel for how this system could go over a
tipping point and flip from one metastable configuration to another. With this
model it’s not possible to slowly drag one atom until the system reaches a tipping
point, then see it flip to a different configuration, although that would be desirable.
Instead the first movie below shows the molecule being disturbed a number of times
by an outside force. (Implemented by mouse pulls) Each time the system seems to
be coming to rest in an equilibrium configuration or metastable state it’s disturbed
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again. If the disturbance is small it often reverts back to the same state. To use the
ramp analogy, if disturbed enough the ball will move from one energy well to
another. NOTE: the ICs for this run are completely different from the rest of the
MSS#11 series.
In the movie below we see that the configuration is stable against minor
disturbances but if one is strong enough the system reconfigures into a different
shape. All but one of these shapes is a metastable configuration.
****insrt movie saved in “Eriks model runs” folder as “movie nudged
flips”
This movie shows the 5-atom molecule flipping from one stable configuration to
another when the length of a spring is changed, thus taking it over a tipping point. It
will flip back and forth if the spring length slider is moved left and right.
****insert movie saved in Ericks model runs called “5-atom tipping
movie”
These two screenshots show the stable configurations featured in this movie.
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8.4 Coupled systems
This brief section shows how the behavior (ie: waveforms) in one system are
affected if its coupled to another system. We see that they distort each others
waveforms, change the shape of the resulting system, and create dramatic spikes in
certain waveforms. I speculate that they may show something about the underlying
mechanism that causes protein folding.
Waveform disruption: This first screenshot shows two separate systems each
doing its own thing. The green trace plots the ever-changing value of ke6 in a
system made with light atoms and stiff springs so it oscillates at high frequency. The
red trace plots the slowly oscillating behavior of the heavy red atom in the other
system comprised of heavy atoms.
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The screenshot below shows what happens to each of these atoms when the
systems are coupled. Reds waveform is occasionally distorted from its otherwise
smooth curve -note a couple bumps- but only slightly so since its quite heavy and
has considerable inertia. One might say the heavy system pretty much ignores the
weak and frantic pushes and pulls exerted by the light-weigh system. On the other
hand its obvious that the more massive system significantly affects the less massive
one, as the green trace shows. This is of course what one might expect.
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Twisting and spiking behavior: The screenshot below also has a slowly oscillating
3-atom system made with heavy atoms oscillating slowly that is coupled to another
3-atom system comprised of lighter atoms oscillating at a higher frequency. Here
we plot the forces on two of the heavier atoms. Normally the heavy atoms oscillate
smoothly but occasionally the lightweight system gets close and one of its rapidly
oscillating atoms bumps atom #2 with considerable force. This shows up as a sharp
spike in the red curve.
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This – and perhaps something more important- is better shown in this movie:
*** link to movie saved as: “force on atom 2”
Move the movie slider to t=19 and you can see atom#6 hit atom #2 thus exerting a
strong force on it, albeit for just an instant. The red trace peaks at this instant. Note
also that an atoms flashes red if its ke accounts for more than 15% of the total
energy in the system.
During this movie note that when the two systems are far apart the red trace
changes smoothly, but when they get close the red trace is quite jagged. This is just
another example showing that this type of system behavior looks chaotic.
Perhaps most interesting is the fact this “molecule” twists and changes shape during
this movie. Perhaps the same force interactions that made this little toy system
twist are the same as those that cause nascent protein molecules to twist and
change shape during their folding process. That would be interesting because
videos and other descriptions of protein folding do not explain why proteins fold,
only how they do so. To speculate more specifically I suspect that vibrations of the
individual atoms at the micro-scale occasionally get in sync in such a way as to send
a wave of energy through the molecule that causes it to twist or change shape at a
more macro level. Or, to speak rhetorically, if this little 6-atom molecule changes
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shape due to internal dynamics why wouldn’t a much larger molecule with
hundreds of atoms do so as well?
Here are two other movies showing how this system changes shape:
***insert link to movies “mol changes shape” and “mol changes shape
slowly” they are in the coupled systems sub-folder in Erik model runs
folder.
Run AA
This is another run showing how the behavior of one system affects another. It used
the version of the model described in 8.8 below. The first screenshot shows the
initial conditions for this run.
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This screenshot presents the results.
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A movie of this run can be found at the link below.
Insert link to movie called “Couple system AA movie”

8.5 System behavior after disturbance
An important aspect of systems behavior is what a system at equilibrium will do if
some part is disturbed. To demonstrate its behavior the “molecule” -in its near
equilibrium configuration- was disturbed by pulling the blue atom aside. This
inserted PE into the system. This is the original equilibrium configuration:
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The screenshot below shows the configuration of the system after one atom had
been pulled aside from its equilibrium position. Upon release it will be pulled back
toward its equilibrium position but –going fast- it will overshoot the equilibrium
position and transfer energy to the other atoms thus setting them all in motion.
The energy added by pulling blue aside will power oscillations until friction drains it
away and the system comes to rest in an equilibrium configuration again. That new
equilibrium configuration might well be different from that it started with. This is
facilitated by the fact that all atoms in this run have the same mass and all the
springs are equally strong. Its just a matter of chance which atom ends up in the
center.
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This movie shows how the system oscillated after blue was released.
*** insert movie called (((seeks equil gray in center))))
After the oscillations died out the system settled into the following equilibrium
configuration.
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Its important to note that if there is sufficient friction or its equivalent in a system it
will either not oscillate for even a single cycle as it returns to equilibrium, or will
oscillate mildly. Instead it homes right in on an equilibrium configuration. I have
not included runs that demonstrate that.
Several other short movies showing this toy system returning to equilibrium after
being disturbed are as follows;
a) blue is being pulled aside even more than it was above
((((its saved as “pull blue, seek eq d=.05))))
b) there is no friction or damping so the oscillations continue indefinitely
((( saved as “seeks equil E=25.5 no damp”))))))))))
c) friction is low so the system changes configuration several times before
reaching a stable configuration.
(((((saved as “seeks equil E=25 low damp”))))))
d) friction is high so the displaced atom falls in and the system quickly comes
to rest.
((((saved as “seeks eq E=26 high damp”)))))))

8.6 Effect of linear vs. non-linear springs
Some runs above have already compared the results of using linear versus nonlinear springs but it was decided to revisit this topic with more care.
Thus the objective of this experiment is to compare 100-second-long waveforms
from a system with non-linear springs to those from the same system except with
non-linear springs. Runs were made at both at very low energy and a high energy.
Are they noticeably different in terms of the relative heights or frequency of spikes?
Is there any other difference that might affect anyone involved with such a system
that can be derived from looking at the waveforms? This exercise is relevant
because we might not know whether the links in some real-world system are linear
or not. If the behavior of a system with linear springs is like one with non-linear
springs then we don’t need to determine which type springs the system has.
The system being tested sets the masses and spring stiffness’s differently as might
be more reprehensive of a real world system. And some springs are eliminated
entirely for the same reason. This screenshot shows the mass and spring settings.
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This experiment took several steps. The next step was to run the model with
damping to see what the equilibrium configuration for this system looks like. This
screenshot shows the result. It had a very low residual energy level; namely about
0.003.
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Non-linear spring runs:
The model doesn’t support saving this configuration so it can be reused for the low
energy run. So next the model was reset and the atoms dragged back as close as
possible to the same shape and energy level. This is how the configuration looked at
the beginning of this test of the system with very low E and non-linear springs. Two
atoms are hidden behind others. Note that E is not down to 0.003 but at 0.009 it’s
close.
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The following screenshot records the 100-second-long waveform for this system
with its non-linear springs and low energy. Blue was the original trace but it was
changed to red for a second run, which tested for SDIC by changing atom#1’s mass
by one part in 500,000. The waves overwrote exactly and thus showed no SDIC
effects.
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Another run was made except at a much higher energy level. The starting
configuration for this run is shown below. This image also shows which springs
have been eliminated.
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This produced the waveform shown below, which was also an SDIC test. SDIC effects
first appeared about t=15 showing the system was chaotic with E=12.
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There was no noticeable qualitative change in the waveform between the high and
low energy runs using non-linear springs. In other words the system oscillates
about the same way regardless of a large difference in energy level.
Linear spring runs:
To see if the system behaved differently with linear springs the springs were
changed from non-linear to linear and the atoms dragged into about the same
starting configuration and energy level as before. Here is how they were positioned
for the high energy run.
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The waveform for this run is shown below. The system oscillated considerably
slower with linear springs probably because the stiffness settings work differently.
The system tested positive for SDIC at this energy level.
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Finally the atoms were dragged into a low energy configuration shown below.
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Which produced the following waveform:. All four screenshots show a 100-second
long sample of the waveform; however this run was allowed to run longer in order
to see if SDIC effects would eventually appear
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Below the four screenshots are grouped for easy comparison.
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Conclusion: Although all four waveforms are different in detail there is no
apparent qualitative difference in their overall characteristics. The low-energy
waves resemble the high-energy waves. The non-linear waves resemble the linear
waves. They all have randomly occurring spikes, which is probably the most
significant common behavior. As noted the linear system did oscillate slower so the
cycles are longer, and fewer cycles fit within the 100-second-long samples.
As seen before both the linear system and the non-linear system exhibit SDIC at high
energies. At low energy levels SDIC effects do not appear during the length of these
runs. As noted elsewhere its possible these runs are periodic albeit with periods
exceeding the duration of these runs. Alternately computing artifacts may distort
things at this very low energy level.

8.7 Cause and Effect
When something happens in the natural world like global warming, or in the
economic, political, or social domains there is often an effort to determine what
caused it. Sometimes this effort is called “attribution”. For instance scientists have
used sophisticated attribution techniques to determine how much of global
warming has been caused by, or can be attributed to, man’s use of fossil fuel. The
behavior of this 6-body system can probably shed some light on the subject of
cause-effect or attribution.
There is admittedly some speculation in what follows as proof would be difficult to
obtain.
Consider the movements of the red atom during these simulations. What caused it
to behave that way? Clearly the other atoms exerted spring-like forces on it that
caused it to move. But then red was exerting forces on those other atoms at the
same time, and as they moved the forces on red changed. Everything was affecting
everything else. Feedback was endemic.
At any instant in time one can, and the model does, compute the net force on the red
atom and that determines its movement during the next fraction of a second or so.
(actually the next time step within the model). So one could say its movement right
this instant does have an identifiable short-time cause; namely the instantaneous
forces exerted by those other atoms. In larger real world systems things move much
slower. Forces within them might persist or remain fairly steady for days or even
years. If so it might be possible to identify them and say they are what is causing
something to change in the relatively short-term. ( ie: during a small fraction of the
time for one oscillation)
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However over a longer period -perhaps a larger fraction of a sincle cycle of
oscillation and certainly over several cycles- all the parts interact in an everchanging way. Red affects blue, but at the same time blue is affecting red. It would
be impossible to attribute the behavior of red to the behavior of any one or more of
the others. The behavior of one affects the behavior of others in a complex web of
feedbacks.
This can also be expressed in a different way. If A, B, and C affect X but X
does not affect A,B, or C then we have one –way relations, and we can say
that when X changes it was caused by something A and/or B and/or C did.
However in these systems the parts interact so each affects each other in a
two-way relationship. Thus its much more difficult to attribute a change in
one part to the actions of other parts, except in the very short term. For
example if parts A, B and C are all pulling on X those pulls are the proximate
cause for X ‘s immediate reaction. Over the longer term what A, B and C do
partly reflects what X did to them a bit earlier.
It raises questions like: did the famine cause the war or did the war cause the
famine? Perhaps that’s a bad example but the general point is that everything in the
real-world interacts in a dynamic fashion, so except perhaps in the very short term,
one can not determine what is causing any one part to behave as it does. It also
suggests that attempts to make something different -by say a policy interventionmay help in the very short term but be ineffective or counterproductive if applied
too long. We should view long-term changes in nature and historic changes in
society, as reflecting the behavior of a complex system where many “parts” are
continually affecting each other. Some of these changes have a wax and wane
nature. They seem to ebb and flow. They seem to oscillate.
Having said that, it’s clear that big parts have more effect than small parts. Longterm changes in large parts are sometimes called mega-trends. To some extent they
might be considered as the root cause of small-scale change as all the small parts
adapt. Global warming is a mega-trend, as is resource depletion. All the small parts
in nature, the economy and society will need to adapt accordingly.
The behavior of this simple system also supports what’s often said about the cause
of real-world events such as revolutions or companies going out of business; namely
that there is no one cause but rather that several things or trends came together at
the same time to cause the business to fail. That’s true in the molecule because
when the behavior of a part reaches some extreme (like a peak in speed or ke) its
because all the other atoms have exerted a coordinated push on it, thus boosting its
speed to an extreme. In other words the forces, after gyrating around and largely
canceling each other out for a long time finally got in sync, but just for a moment.
That’s when dramatic change happens.
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Conclusions:
a) The immediate causes for an event (ie: significant spike or change in behavior)
that occurs in an interactive system can probably be determined by looking at how
related parts behaved just prior to that event happening. What forces did they exert
just prior to the event happening? However it may not be possible to identify longterm causes since all the parts in the system continually interact, and the dynamics
are complex. We need only look at the complex dance of the parts in this toy system
before some atom’s ke spikes to appreciate this. And as noted before, if the system
is chaotic we can’t attribute backwards any better than we can predict forward.
b) If we can’t blame some thing, maybe we should blame every thing.
c) It’s probably useful to view the world, to view reality, as one huge interactive and
arguably oscillating system. Everything that happens is caused by everything else
that is happening.
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8.8 Runs where attractive force is function of mass.
This chapter reports the results of runs made with a different version of the
simulation model than was used in all prior chapters. This version uses different
equations for the forces between atoms or bodies. In this version the attraction
force is a function of the relative masses of the two bodies, whereas in the prior
version it was independent of mass. This mod made the attraction force fall off
more sharply with distance. The equations and force curves are shown below. The
X-axis measures the distance between the atoms. Force strength is measured on Yaxis and increases from zero. The net force is simply the sum of the attractive and
repulsive forces. If above zero the net force is that of attraction.
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The main purpose of using these equations was to better simulate the ejection or
near ejection of a body when its been given an especially strong push by the
combined actions of the other bodies. This manifests as an atom being thrown far
out from the parent molecule, slowly coming to a stop, and then accelerating back.
The masses, their positions and the overall energy level are adjusted so no atom will
hit the wall. If more energy were added the atom would try to fly beyond the screen
boarders, hit the wall and bounce back.
The shape of the energy-well curve resulting from these equations is quite similar to
the “Morse potential” curve (blue curve in diagram below), which is the energy-well
that applies to chemical bonds. A vibrating atoms will bounce bank and forth
between the right and left side of this energy well depending on its temperature.
The v1 level is fairly cool, the v=6 level is hot. If it gets hot enough it will vibrate so
hard it will break the bond entirely and escape the well to the right. Our N-body
model simulates this phenomenon as you will see in the screenshots and movies
that follow.
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Thus this version of the model probably behaves more like real molecules than the
prior version. If so, when an atom in this model is ejected far-out its equivalent to
stretching a chemical bond to near breaking. I strongly suspect that chemical
reactions occur at the very instant the relevant bond is most stretched.
This brings us to the main point, which is that this toy model may demonstrate a
fundamental aspect of chemical reactions; namely that chaotic oscillations within a
molecule result in spikes in how far bonds are stretched, and are therefore the
mechanism causing reactions taking place. Without the concentration of energy
intrinsic to chaotic oscillations, reactions would take more “activation” energy. This
all happens in picoseconds since atomic vibrations are so fast. Not being an expert
in chemical reactions I admit this is a hypothesis, or maybe just speculation.
However the basic physics seem to make sense.
The simulation runs:
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This screenshot shows the initial conditions for the movie that follows. The model
was revised for this run to make the simulation box larger so the atoms would not
hit the walls so often. All masses and springs are left equal at their default settings.

This movie shows what transpired after the run started. Note how atoms are
randomly ejected far from the main molecule, their bonds stretched almost to
breaking. This is just another manifestation of the spiking behavior associated with
these N-body systems.
****insert movie saved as “ mult-ejection movie”
This screenshot –from a slow motion segment of the movie above- captures the
moment that red is nearly ejected. A little more force would have sent it off the
screen.
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Here is the associated slow-motion movie. Move the slider to back and forth over
the peak and note that the peak force precedes the peak in kinetic energy and speed,
as one would expect due to reds inertia. Note also how the combined near-approach
of blue, yellow, and gray is what kicks red so hard. This relates to what’s said earlier
about cause and effect; namely that dramatic events often have multiple causes.
They happen when different things get in sync or occur simultaneously so as to
impact one particular body especially hard.
****insert movie saved as ((((“ejection movie slow2))))
This longer movie shows the waveform as red is kicked several times.
***insert move (((((“eject, force &ke on #1”)))))
Finally, this is from another run with several near ejections. The atoms are
magnified.
****inset movie called (((((“almost ejected movie”))))

Conclusion:
This version of the model seems more realistic because the strength of the attractive
force declines with the square of distance. It falls off faster than in the prior version.
However since the general shape of the energy-well is roughly the same as before
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the systems behavior should be also. In other words this system should behave
similarly to the systems analyzed in previous chapters of this report.
Therefore the main benefit of using this new attraction equation is so atoms that are
ejected from the molecule stay within the models screen boundary. That way one
can see them slow down, and pause, before they fall back.
The physics here are somewhat like those for a nascent the solar system. Energy is
exchanged within a swarm of planetesimals. Occasionally it concentrates or spikes
on one planetesimals boosting it into a very long orbit, or even to escape velocity.
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Chapter 10: Conclusions
1) The most significant behavior of small N-body systems of this type is the way
they oscillate when there is energy in the system. In particular the speed, position,
direction, or kinetic energy of each body will usually (probably always) oscillate in a
random (aperiodic) manner characterized by momentary spikes in the intensity of
each variable. Those spikes occur on a random basis, often separated by randomlength periods of considerably less intense vibration. Sometimes the most intense
spikes are widely separated. Sometimes several occur in rapid succession. The
spikes are visually obvious when looking at the relevant waveforms. They vary in
intensity. The very intense spikes occur less frequently than those of lesser
intensity.
* this type of system means systems which have forces that attract parts
toward each, and forces which repel them when they get too close. Those are
also the types of forces at play within real molecules.
2) The second most significant behavior is that widely separated parts will selfassemble into a relatively compact and vibration free system (also called a shape or
configuration), assuming friction or its equivalent drains energy from the system.
This is because when the bodies are far apart attractive forces are stronger than
repulsing forces. If energy is somehow added back to this compact system it will
shake itself apart.
3) Energy moves from part to part or place to place in these systems, and it
occasionally, randomly, and momentarily concentrates in or on each body thus
applying a great deal of force to that body. This in turn causes it to react or move
abruptly and significantly. In other words energy seems to move in waves within
these N-body systems like waves in a washtub. In systems with considerably more
parts, like protein molecules, its suspected that these waves of energy would cause
the system or molecule to twist and turn.
* When sufficient energy concentrates on one part it might be ejected from
the system or at least have its bonds greatly stretched. I suspect this is what
happens when molecules dissociate, when chemical reactions occur, and
when molecules evaporate from a liquid.
* The average energy of all the parts in this system may be the same and
exhibit what’s called the equipartition of energy. But that average masks the
energy spikes evident in these waveforms. One can suspect that these spikes,
which can stretch or break bonds are when things happen, and the
fundamental reason why they happen.
* In this 6-body system as much as 40% of all the energy in the entire system
is occasionally contained within one body when its kinetic energy spikes.
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4) Next in importance is that after self-assembling, or after being disturbed
sufficiently, these systems will oscillate for a while then come to rest in one or more
reasonably stable equilibrium configurations or shapes, assuming there is friction
draining energy from the system.
* Depending on how the masses and spring stiffness’s are set, and which
springs are connected, a system like this can have one or more stable
equilibrium configurations. Some have the same shape and differ only in
whether “atom1” is adjacent atoms 2 and 3, or 3 and 5 for instance. Others
differ in overall geometry, for instance 6 atoms arranged in a triangle versus
a pentagon with one in the center.
* If a system has several equilibrium configurations (or states) they may
differ in how stable they are when disturbed from outside or when energy
increases the intensity of their vibration. One will be the most tightly bonded
configuration possible and thus the most stable. The others will be
metastable and thus more easily broken.
* The various stable and metastable configurations differ in their residual
energy levels. Thus the depth of their energy wells differ: sometimes by a
minor amount, sometimes greatly.
* When transitioning from one stable configuration to another the system
passes a tipping point. If a disturbance pushes it near but not over the
system will fall back to its last configuration. If the force pushes it beyond
the tipping point it will transition to a different equilibrium configuration.
* An equilibrium configuration is stable against minor disturbances but if
disturbed strongly enough by an outside force the system it may transition
past a tipping point into another stable or metastable configuration.
* Its suspected that a random spike in energy is what sends the system over a
tipping point.
* Each stable configuration can be imagined as a ball in an energy-well. If
there is no energy in the system it will stay motionless in the bottom. If it has
some energy it will roll back and forth and up and down each side. If it has
enough energy it may roll out of one well, pass the ridge or tipping point, and
descend into another well.
* If a system is vigorously oscillating it cannot remain in any given
configuration and will continually change shape. However if its energy is
being drained off it will “stumble” into some configuration but lack the
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energy to roll back out. That’s why it will often end up in some metastable
configuration rather than the lowest energy one.
* In systems with these particular force equations, and more than 3 bodies,
some or all the springs will be compressed or stretched to some extent when
the system reaches motionless equilibrium. This means that there is still
residual potential energy in the system, although since the forces on all
atoms balance no motion will result. That energy is essentially locked up.
* Beside applying an outside force to displace one or more atoms, a system
can be destabilized by adding energy in another way. In this model it’s done
with negative damping, which is the reverse of friction. In real molecules
applying heat does the same thing.
* This system seems to wander randomly from one configuration to another
until the energy level drops enough to settle into one stable configuration or
another. Which it lands in seems a matter of luck because the process, the
movements, the changes in configuration, are so random.
5) The system at rest resists change. When the system has reached equilibrium it
takes effort and energy to change it into another configuration, or even to get it
oscillating vigorously. This behavior seems applicable to economic systems that
resist new regulation and political systems that resist regime change.
6) The distinction between widely dispersed parts or bodies floating around in
some environment and a system is subjective. If those dispersed parts interact with
each other, however weakly, they could be called a system. However normally they
are called a system only after they self-assemble so they’re close together and
become more tightly bonded to each other than to other outside parts in the overall
environment. A nascent system is comprised of parts in the process of selfassembling.
7) These systems seem to oscillate in random fashion regardless of their energy
level or how vigorously they vibrate, and regardless of whether the spring-like
forces between bodies are linear or non-linear.
* The manner in which these systems oscillate is complex and this research
has not examined all the variables that could affect it. In other words these
systems have not been fully characterized or explored. It is possible that a
complete exploration would discover circumstances where these systems are
periodic, or quasi-periodic. Due to these uncertainties I use the words “seem’
or “often”. In other words this limited research has not proven that a
behavior common in this relatively long series of experiments is true in all
cases.
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* Its possible that some systems (in other words: given sets of things like the
relative masses of the bodies, and characteristics of the forces connecting
them) oscillate perfectly periodically or quasi-periodically but this research
has not discovered any. However that is not proof they don’t exist because
such periods may be very long and the runs made herein may not have lasted
long enough to detect them.
* In most cases these systems show a “sensitive dependence on initial
conditions” or SDIC, which suggests they are chaotic according to a widely
accepted criterion for chaos. Thus what I call random is probably chaotic.
* It is not clear whether SDIC effects that occur after considerable delay and
after many cycles of oscillation prove the system is chaotic, or whether they
are do to computing artifacts.
8) The role that relative mass plays in these systems has not been much investigated
here. It does manifest as large parts moving slower than small parts. It’s not clear if
it affects the shape of equilibrium configurations since the force between parts
(atoms) is not a function of their relative masses in this version of the model. In
other words all the springs in this model have the same relaxed length, even though
the may differ in stiffness.
9) The fact that these systems seem to behave about the same way, especially of the
random shaped waveforms replete with occasional spikes, regardless of whether
the connecting forces are linear or not makes it easier to imagine how the behavior
of this toy system might apply to real-world systems. It does that because we don’t
need to determine if the forces linking parts in the real-world are linear or not.
10) The fact that these systems seem to oscillate chaotically or at least not
periodically means the ability to forecast their future state is limited. With an
accurate model it’s possible to predict the value of some variable a short time into
the future, but not a medium or long term. It’s similar to the difficulty of predicting
the outside temperature 12 days from now. Three days out we can be reasonably
accurate, but not 12 days out.
11) Energy is key. These N-body spring/mass systems manifest the energy
contained within them by having parts move fast enough or stretch springs far
enough. Without friction they are perpetual motion energy storage devices. One
can, I think, look at any system and ask just what it can do, has to do, to contain its
energy. Energy drives behavior. The physical design of a system determines what
parts can move to manifest it, and it constrains where they can move. The upper
arm in a double pendulum is only able to manifest its energy by swinging in an arc.
A river is constrained within its banks.
* Given that we live in a world with friction its an anthropomorphism, but
true, that these system seek or evolve toward their lowest energy level.
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12) It’s difficult to say what caused a particular thing, like a spike in the velocity of
some atom in this system, because all the parts dynamically interact with each
other. Sometimes it appears that several forces or vibrations get in sync so as to
impact a body particularly hard. But its hard to say they caused the event because
the impacted body is also affected them. It appears that only the immediate causes
of some event are attributable. For instance, if one monitors all the forces affecting
a particular body one might deduce they are the proximate cause of how it reacts
short-term. But in general in an interactive system everything causes everything
else.
13) Words and even still images don’t convey the behavior of this system nearly as
effectively as movies do. Even better is running the simulation model yourself.
14) The behavior of this little toy system probably mimics, at least to some degree,
the behavior of real-world systems comprised of parts that interact with each other.
For example corporations interacting with each other, and with customers, banks
and regulators. I think the players in each system seek a low-energy configuration,
otherwise called a compromise. Not all get everything they want (some springs are
still stretched) but can’t muster enough energy to fight for a better deal against
others who would resist giving up something. Metastable configurations observed
in this toy system seem probable in the real-world, and just as vulnerable.
15) The behavior of this little toy system has little value per se. Its potential value is
in showing how what we learn from it can better explain the behavior of important
real-world systems. Making the connection is not easy, but worth the effort.
16) The immediate causes for an event (ie: significant spike or change in behavior)
that occurs in an interactive system can probably be determined by looking at how
related parts behaved just prior to that event happening. What forces did they exert
just prior to the event happening? However it may not be possible to identify longterm causes since all the parts in the system continually interact, and the dynamics
are complex. We need only look at the complex dance of the parts in this toy system
before some atom’s kinetic energy spikes or it gets ejected to appreciate this. And as
noted before, if the system is chaotic we can’t attribute backward any better than we
can predict forward.
17) It’s probably useful to view the world, to view reality, as one huge interactive
and arguably oscillating system. Everything that happens is caused by everything
else that is happening.
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